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If you tell me, I'll forget.
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Abstract
This dissertation is focused on the efficient presentations of complex multimedia
contents: three-dimensional presentation of visual objects, compression of object-based
videos and interaction with various media data.
One attraction of multimedia is the native presentation of visual objects in the threedimensional coordinate system, which normally goes together with prohibitive cost
exposed on communication channels as well as server- and client ends. As a solution, a
simple but effective method, Single Image Random Dots Stereogram is studied in
detail. The method is generalized for creating autostereograms ─ the resultant products
of Single Image Random Dots Stereogram method ─ in various situations. With the
assistance of this fully parameterized model, the method is evaluated experimentally on
the relation of its parameters and their effect to the subjective visibility of
autostereograms. A new technique for hidden surface removal ─ an important element
phase in the process of generating autostereogram ─ is proposed for scalable reduction
of artifacts. Autostereograms for moving three-dimensional objects are also studied.
Investigation is made to point out the key-success of generating such type of
autostereograms. Solutions are proposed to achieve this goal in compromised manner.
Multimedia contents no longer contain conventional rectangle-based video clips. For
better compression and flexibility, video objects with arbitrary shape are concerned in
recent video communication. Toward this target, mesh-based motion compensation is
proposed. Motion vectors are estimated for every vertex of a constrained Delaunay
mesh, which is fitted to the arbitrary shape of video object. Motion compensation
technique is deployed to reconstruct the video at client side. Residual errors are
transmitted in form of either transformed wavelet-coefficients or piece-wise polynomial
approximation to reduce the required bitrate.
A sophisticated feature of multimedia content, namely the capability of composing
and interacting with heterogeneous audio-visual objects, is also addressed in MPEG-4, a
recent international standard for encoding video. The so-called Binary Format for Scene
(BIFS) defined in MPEG-4 ─ the motor for these new capabilities ─ is adopted to create
complex multimedia contents. It is shown that BIFS can be used like other computer
programming languages to implement sophisticated multimedia scenarios with
interactivity such as multimedia games. This new domain of MPEG-4 is fully
demonstrated through comparison with Flash technology. Extension to BIFS is also
proposed for better performance in creating multimedia contents, which support full
level of interactivity between user and multimedia content.
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Notations and Abbreviations
Notations
In this dissertation, symbols, equations, syntaxes and titles of units drawn in the figures
are denoted by italic font to distinguish them from the normal text in the paragraphs.
Some important conceptions and keywords are highlighted with bold characters. Bold
symbols i, j and k are used to denote unit-vectors of x, y and z axes respectively. Matrix
is marked with bold italic symbol, using upper case. Straight line AB has unsigned
length marked also with AB. Its signed length is denoted with AB . AB represents a
vector based on the segment line AB, having direction from A to B. The nodes of binary
format for scene (chapter 4) are printed in Arial face.

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are frequently used in this dissertation:
2D
3D
BMV
BIFS
CP
EZW
FEA
FMV
HSR
ICCT
IP
IMVO
ISS
MF
MPEG
NMV
NVA
PC
PF
PSNR
RE
(SA-)DCT
(SA-)DWT
SIRDS
SIRTS
SITS
SO
SPIHT
VO(P)

Two-dimensional object
Three-dimensional object
Backward motion vector
BInary Format for Scene
Calculating Plane
Embedded Zerotree Wavelet coding
Floating Eyes Algorithm
Forward Motion Vector
Hidden Surface Removal
Interactive Content Creator Tool
Image Plane
Integrated Mesh Video Object
Image Stereo Separation
Multi Field
Moving Picture Experts Group
Nodal Motion Vector
Normal View Algorithm
Pixel Constraint
Precision Factor
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
Residual Error
(Shape-adaptive) Discrete Cosine Transform
(Shape-adaptive) Discrete Wavelet Transform
Single Image Random Dots Stereogram
Single Image Random Text Stereogram
Single Image Texture Stereogram
Solid Object
Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees
Video Object (Plane)
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Multimedia is any combination of text, graphic art, sound, animation and video
delivered to user by computer or other electronic means. It is richly-presented sensation.
When content-author weaves together the sensual elements of multimedia ─ dazzling
pictures and animation, engaging sounds, compelling video clips, and raw textual
information ─ he / she can electrify the though and action centers of people’s minds.
Therefore the resulting multimedia product can excite eyes, ears, fingertips, and, most
importantly, the head. It helps end-users (they are readers, listeners, viewers, players
and manipulators at the same time) capture the ideas and the services conveyed in that
multimedia content in depth.
The superior advantages in presenting information via multimedia attract more and
more researchers in the new but very perspective field: multimedia computing. Research
and development efforts in multimedia computing have been mainly divided into two
areas. As the first area of research, much effort has been centered on the stand-alone
multimedia workstation and associated software systems / tools, such as music
composition, computer-aided learning and interactive video. However, the combination
of multimedia computing with distributed systems offers even greater potential.
Promising new applications based on the latter area include multimedia information
systems, collaboration and conferencing systems, on-demand multimedia services and
distance learning. The fundamental characteristic of both areas is that they incorporate
digital data of various media types, such as image, (animated) graphics, voice, music
and video. It implies ─ among the others ─ a crucial question for the success of
multimedia: efficient data compression for handling, storing and transmitting.
The work in this dissertation has been carried out as an effort toward a solution for
the above question. Along the main theme of researches in the multimedia era nowadays
─ data compression ─ the dissertation is dedicated to the efficiency in handling three
types of data. They are three-dimensional (3D) presentation of visual object, objectbased video component and Binary Format of Scene. The fact that these three topics are
the hot key-techniques of the recent MPEG-4 international standard, expresses the right
direction of the dissertation work to keep up with the current trend in multimedia
computing nowadays.

1.2 Contribution
The dissertation introduces several new results achieved in the three new fields of
current research on multimedia computing: 3D displaying method, object-based video
compression and interactivity-enable multimedia content. The obtained goals can be
summarized as the followings:
1

The Single Image Random Dots Stereogram (SIRDS) is a well-known technique for
representing 3D object on a normal two-dimensional (2D) plane without the lost of the
vivid depth information. The general formula for computing the so-called pixelconstraint in SIRDS is deduced, ensuring the geometrically correct calculation for a
complex 3D scene. Hidden surface removal plays an important role in the visibility of
an autostereogram (resulting image of SIRDS algorithm). A new method for detecting
hidden surface is proposed. On one hand, it reduces the artifacts on identifying hidden
surfaces; on the other hand, it offers a scalable removal of hidden surface removal.
Another feature of the new method is that the existing hidden surface removal can be
derived as a specific case of the proposed one. SIRDS is also extended to the domain of
moving objects. The reason causing a difficulty in viewing a moving autostereogram is
figured out, namely color-constraint. Three methods are proposed for solving the
compromise emerging in the coexistence of color- and pixel-constraint, which plays a
key-important role in generating visible autostereogram of moving objects.
The recent multimedia compression MPEG-4 standard is the first to address the
encoding method of video on the basis of separate objects with arbitrary shapes. The
introduction of video objects (VOs) in compression opens a possibility for individual
treatment (therefore it provides better compression ratio) as well as convenient
manipulation of video components in a multimedia scene. A new type of such objects is
proposed, namely integrated mesh video object (IMVO). The goal of the introduction of
IMVO is twofold. Firstly, it demonstrates a full solution to fill up the gap between the
compression of conventional frame-based video and object-based video with arbitrary
shape, which is not specified in MPEG-4. Secondly, encoding method of IMVO implies
several improvement and integration of various enhanced tools. Constrained Delaunay
mesh is used to present the temporal snapshot of VO with arbitrary shape ─ Video
Object Plane (VOP). The topology of the mesh is also exploited to reconstruct some
later VOP in motion compensation fashion, a famous key-technique for video
compression. The most bit-consuming information of the technique, the residual errors
between estimated and origin VOP are carefully handled. Polynomial estimation and
wavelet transform are proposed to encode residual errors. They can be used
alternatively to produce a graceful scalable solution for efficient compression of
residual errors and the whole codec scheme of IMVO in general.
The recent MPEG-4 standard also deals with composition and interactivity in
multimedia content. The driving motor of this new feature, the BInary Format for Scene
(BIFS) is studied. Effort was made to ease the usage of BIFS with high abstraction
level, script free authoring tool. The capability of BIFS is evaluated through the creation
of several scenarios of interactive multimedia contents. The completion of this
innovative feature provided by BIFS is investigated in a comparative manner with Flash
technology, a mature industry platform for authoring interactive contents. New BIFS
node is also proposed to enhance the capability of BIFS in creating multimedia games,
the most sophisticated scenario supported by MPEG-4 BIFS.

1.3 Dissertation outline
The dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 briefly describes the circumstances which induced the research of the
dissertation. A summary of objectives and the structure of the discussion in the
dissertation are given in this chapter.
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Chapter 2 discusses the SIRDS algorithm and the new contributions. First, it gives an
overview of the algorithm. The existing method is then generalized in the formulas for
the calculation of pixel-constraint and in hidden surface removal. Proposals for solving
the trade-off between color and pixel-constraint in motion domain are also discussed in
this chapter.
Chapter 3 contains the description of the video object concept in multimedia
compression. A review of motion compensation for video compression is made. Two
new methods for encoding residual errors based on polynomial and wavelet are
introduced. Both are then integrated in a full compression scheme of IMVO, whose
input is frame-based video sequence, and output is VO of interest.
Chapter 4 describes the structure of BIFS defined in MPEG-4 for enabling the
composition and interactivity in multimedia content. The usage of BIFS is demonstrated
through an authoring tool of high abstraction level. The interactive capability of
MPEG-4 content is discussed in comparison with Flash, a successful technology for
composing multimedia content. Proposal of a new BIFS node is also included in this
chapter.
Chapter 5 closes the dissertation with the conclusion, applications of the results
proposed in the previous chapters as well as some perspectives for the future research of
the related fields.
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Chapter 2

Low cost presentation of 3D visual object
The environment around us is the world of three-dimension, i.e. the position of
everything is precisely described by its coordinates in the 3D Descartes systems.
However, up to now the 2D presentation of objects is still deployed in most of image
processing applications. Such methods cause data ─ and therefore ─ reality-loss due to
the missing of the third dimension: the depth. The 2D presentations are still dominating
thanks to their simplicity and portability. Recently, the situation of 3D presentation is
improved as a result of drastic evolution of hardware and software in computing
technology. Visual objects with their natural appearances in 3D world are now
available, maximizing the reality of visualizing data, which is a key-important
requirement for most of applications in all branches of industry. These first results in 3D
presentations are very encouraging, but they do not mean that the struggle against high
cost of manipulating 3D data is coming to the end.

2.1 Classification of 3D representation
The perception of depth, the key-success of any 3D displaying technique, arises in
various ways. Unfortunately, in literature, authors may have used many definitions and
descriptions ambiguously, often serving only to confuse readers. The purpose of this
section is to define the terminology used in chapter 2 of the dissertation, avoiding any
vagueness while discussing the 3D representation.

2.1.1 The art of seeing in depth
Until relatively recently, mankind understood how they see the 3D world in every day
life. Because the human eyes are separated (on each side of the nose), each one has a
slightly different view of a distant object, and the angular difference varies with
distance. When both eyes look at an object, they turn toward it. The eyes’ axes will be
converged on the center point of the portion of interest (the part of the distant object
viewer wants to see). It is the converging process for viewing a 3D object. Also, the
eyes focus (change the thickness of their lenses) differently for objects at different
distances. The purpose of this focusing process is that the clear images of a portion of
object can be obtained on the retinas. Such images resulted from left and right
perspective viewpoints are slightly different: they are the horizontally shifted versions
of each other. The deviation between the corresponding left and right image points is
called disparity. However, viewer does not see a double image of the visual world. The
disparity is processed by the eye-brain into a single image of the visual world. The
mind’s ability to combine two different, although similar, images into one is called
fusion. The resultant sense of depth is called stereopsis. The object is then said that it
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has stereoscopic image. Such picture or diagram, which can construct stereoscopic
image of 3D object, is generally called stereogram.
Depth information can also be obtained without the occurrence of stereopsis.
Numerous effects have been known and used by artists / computer graphics to give an
impression of depth. In these cases, taking the advantage of subjective deduction such
as shadow, occlusion, etc., viewer is informed about objects’ positions in the 3D world.
Nowadays, the term “3D” becomes more and more popular in multimedia
applications. Unfortunately, this is confusing nomenclature because most people who
speak English outside the field of computer graphics use the term “3D”, and on
occasion three-dimensional, when they mean a stereoscopic image. But a commonly socalled 3D computer image / scene is only realistic-looking one, which may be
appreciated with one eye. That is the commonly spoken 3D viewing does not ensure the
stereopsis as it is supposed to be.
Avoiding the ambiguity, in the dissertation, I use the term “3D” whenever I refer to
such images / scenes or methods, in which the perception of depth ─ with or without
stereopsis ─ can be deduced. Then, taking the root on stereopsis, I further group 3D
displaying techniques into two main groups: monocular and binocular.

2.1.2 Monocular techniques
In most of cases, the term 3D refers to member of this group. The depth information is
perceived through the combination of several “cheating” effects such as light and shade,
relative size, etc. together with subjective judgment of viewers. Viewer even has no
need of cooperating two eyes in order to capture the depth information. There is no loss
of information when viewer closes one eye while seeing, that is no stereopsis is
produced in these techniques.
Some simple trivial effects are deployed to give cue for depth information as in
Figure 2-1. For instance, artists learn how to make objects look solid or rounded by
shading them (Figure 2-1a). The texture in Figure 2-1b is more apparent as the surface
is closer to the observer. Figure 2-1c presents the so-called depth-field of a 3D scene,
which will be used frequently in the below discussion. The intensity of objects in the
depth-field carries the depth information. All the samples in Figure 2-1 point out the
fact that subjective judgment is necessarily needed to recognize the depth information in
the images generated with monocular techniques.

(a) Light and shade

(b) Gradient texture

(c) Intensity

Figure 2-1: Same samples of monocular techniques.

2.1.3 Binocular techniques
Stereopsis occurs naturally when viewing solid objects with both eyes. It is only
possible from 2D pictures (conventional target of image / video processing) when each
eye receives a separate image, corresponding to the view it would have of the depicted
5

3D object. These images ─ captured from left and right perspective viewpoints ─ are
slightly different: they are the horizontally shifted version of each other. Figure 2-2
denotes such overlaid pair of images, which occur on the retinas, when the observer is
looking at a distant sheep.

Figure 2-2: The image that would be seen on overlaid left and right retinas.
All techniques dealing with these stereoscopic images create the binocular group.
Obviously, members of this group supply more natural view of the 3D world than the
previous groups’. The common drawbacks of these techniques are:
1. Bandwidth-consuming: at the same time the system must have a capability of
manipulating at least two separate information for the left and the right eye.
2. Complex display: the system must ensure that each image becomes visible only
to the proper eye and not both.
They altogether make the cost of binocular techniques much higher than the
monocular one. As a result, binocular techniques still take a modest role in multimedia
applications.
Binocular techniques can be further separated into two branches: aided view or free
view. They are completely different in the way their members introduce images onto
appropriate eyes in order to perceive stereoscopic images. For highlighting the virtue of
the algorithm discussed in Section 2.2, I recall here a short review of these groups. A
full description can be found in [4].

2.1.3.1 Binocular techniques with aided view
Theses techniques are also called stereoscopic displays as in [4]. I limit this
denomination in the dissertation because the term is also used to denote the common
feature of all binocular techniques ─ providing stereoscopic images ─ as defined in
Section 2.1.1. A trivial method of introducing images to their proper eye is to isolate
them from the unintended eye. It is implemented with the aid of some special headgears
(polarized glass, anaglyph filter, etc.) equipped to viewers. In these headgears, either
optical or mechanical methods are deployed to separate images for left and right eye.
• Mechanical methods: they may be the most expensive techniques for full
separation of images-pairs in both temporal and spatial domain. With the power of
multimedia computer and add-ins as in Figure 2-3, this division can be processed in
various ways: the interlace approach uses time-multiplexed, i.e. encodes left and right
images on odd and even field respectively; the White-Line-Code approach defines a
white line for the last line of video, which is added to signify whether the field is for left
or right eye.
• Optical methods: they take an advantage of the incoherence of visible light to
separate left and right image. The polarized technique uses a perpendicular polarized
light pair, while the anaglyph technique alters between two complement colors (red and
6

green light). Glasses worn by viewers filter the incident lights: each eye sees only the
images, which can pass through its glass.

Figure 2-3: Mechanical headgear in stereoscopic system.

System
with left
and right
camera

Left polarization

Right polarization
Double image of object
Filter glass
Figure 2-4: Optical equipment with polarized glasses.

Viewer

2.1.3.2 Binocular techniques with free view
An alternative name of this group is autostereoscopic display. These techniques can
construct stereopsis without any special equipment. The advantage of these techniques
is with naked eyes, the vivid depth-dimension of objects in the 3D world can almost be
perceived as in nature. Their drawbacks are the requirements of special treatments
applied to data capturing and displaying, which are totally incompatible to 2D image /
video processing. Some typical members of theses techniques are follows.
1. Holography: It is capable of reconstructing 3D objects as if they could be seen in
natural view. It is possible thanks to the fact that holograms ─ “images” of holography
─ not only store the intensities (color-components) but also register the phases of light
at each sampling point of 3D scene.
2. Volumetric displays: they are sometimes described as “space filling”, these types
tend not to rely upon flat displays, but generate an image that occupies a volume.
3. Multiple images: a series of discrete views is presented across the viewing field.
Depending on the position of observer, his / her left and right eye will catch a different
image correspondingly.
All these techniques require special lighting (holography) or complicated displaying
systems to reconstruct the depth information to viewers, who do not have to wear any
aiding instrument. Figure 2-5 illustrates the displaying system of the last two
techniques.

7

Right
eye
view
Left
eye
view
Interleaved
right and left
pixels
(a) Volumetric display

Lenticular sheet

(b) System for displaying multiple images

Figure 2-5: Some displaying systems used in binocular techniques with free view.

2.2 SIRDS background
2.2.1 Introduction
Among numerous binocular techniques with free view, SIRDS can be considered as the
simplest one. It was found recently by Tyler and Clarke (1990) when they realized that a
pair of random dot patterns can be combined together ─ result being called a “single
image random dot stereogram” (SIRDS) or, more generally, an autostereogram ─ to
serve a stereoscopic image of 3D object. Essentially, anyone can overlay two separate
random dot patterns, carefully placing the dots so that each one serves simultaneously
for two views of the 3D object. That is the dot patterns must be suitably merged
together. Ordinary patterns, which are not random-dot-like, cannot be combined into a
single image, since one merely obtains a double picture. A conventional autostereogram
is shown in Figure 2-6.

(a) Random dot pattern of an
autostereogram

(b) 3D object with depth-information can
be seen from Figure 2-6a

Figure 2-6: Conventional autostereogram and its disguised 3D object.
When one sees Figure 2-6a with one eye, it appears to be a meaningless random
pattern of grey-scale dots. However when viewing with two eyes in a proper manner, a
3D object with vivid depth-information can be perceived. Its stereopsis can be roughly
8

depicted as in Figure 2-6b, where intensity of pixel gives hint to its location in the depth
dimension: the lighter it is, the closer it is to viewer. Hereafter I refer to this type of
image (Figure 2-6b) as a depth-field of a 3D scene. All the autostereograms introduced
in this section can be viewed in larger size in Appendix B.
Figure 2-7 shows a plane of an autostereogram (Image plane) placed between the
eyes and a solid object in the 3D world. Light rays are shown coming from the object,
passing through the Image plane, and entering each eye. So far as two eyes are
concerned, two rays pass through each point in the image plane, one for each eye. If
both rays are the same in color / intensity, they can conveniently reproduce a single
light source with 3D coordinates from the two projections on the Image plane. Hence,
although the object can be seen stereoscopically, it needs only be one image on the
Image plane. The image is shared by both eyes as if it were exclusively served to the
correspondent eye only. The constraint on color / intensity is extended as long as all
points of the solid object are taken into account. Figure 2-7 demonstrates the constraint
caused by two 3D points A and B. Three rays and therefore their three intersections
(marked with x, y and z) with the image plane must be the same in color / intensity. The
pixel y in the image plane is the right image of the point A and at the same time the left
image of the point B.
3D object
B

A

Image plane
x
y

z

Normal convergence
Convergence when viewing an
autostereogram

Human eyes

Figure 2-7: Left and right image of a 3D point.

2.2.2 The basic algorithm for generating SIRDS
The underlying algorithm, which ensures the creation of stereopsis in an
autostereogram, is well discussed in [3]. For the interest of completion, I summarize it
in this section. For clarity, I refer 3D object to be portrayed and the plane of its
autostereogram to be generated as solid object (SO) and image plane (IP) respectively.
The general process of generating SIRDS can be divided into three phases: constraint
calculating, hidden surface removing and intensity / color allocating.
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2.2.2.1 Constraint calculating
In imagination, SO lies between two vertical planes (they are parallel with IP) called the
Near plane and Far plane. The latter is chosen to have the same distance D behind the
image plane as the eyes are in front. The former is located at a distance µD in front of
the Far plane with µ is a variable parameter determining the depth of the 3D scene
(µ≤1). Then it is convenient to define the “image stereo separation” (ISS) of a point on
the surface of SO to be the distance between its left- and right images lying on IP. The
left and right images are the two intersections of IP and two rays going from the
concerned point of SO to the two eyes. Figure 2-8 denotes this relation between the
point A on SO and its two images. The calculation of ISS is derived from geometry of
the triangle stretching over the two eyes and the concerned point of SO. For the sake of
simplicity, the plane of this triangle ─ I refer to it hereafter as calculating plane (CP) ─
is always perpendicular to IP, i.e. it is always horizontal. Furthermore the triangle is
isosceles in all case, which means that for every 3D point of SO, viewer should adjust
his / her eyes so that this condition is not violated. It is why I call the basic algorithm
floating eyes algorithm (FEA). Actually, viewer does not need to correct the position of
his / her eyes for seeing each point of SO. The resultant geometric distortion will be
discussed latter.
IP Near plane
Far plane
y
1
z
0

x

Left
image

S1

A(x,y)

E≈6.35cm

S2
Eyes supposed
to move together
with A

Right
image

ISS

µ.D

D
D
Figure 2-8: Geometry on which the SIRDS algorithm (FEA) is based.
For instance, taking into account the geometry of triangle S1S2A, ISS of the point A
on SO in Figure 2-8 can be calculated as following:

ISS =

(1 − µ ⋅ z ) ⋅ E
2−µ⋅z

(2.1)

where E is the normal distance between two human eyes (E≈6.35 cm). Then the
coordinates of its left and right images on IP can be derived as following:

 y left = y A
 y right = y A



ISS , 
ISS
 xleft = x A −
 x right = x A +
2 
2


(2.2)

By shifting CP pixel by pixel from the top to the bottom of SO / the 3D scene; within
each step, calculating the position of left and right images as in formulas (2.1) and (2.2)
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for every intersection of SO / 3D scene and the current CP, one obtains a dense
coordinates of left and right images for all point of SO / 3D scene to be portrayed. They
are the constraints to allocate random dots in order to ensure the generation of
stereopsis. That is, every two points on IP which belong to any pair of left and right
image computed from formula (2.2) must be the same in intensity / color. From now on
I refer to this constraint as pixel constraint (PC).

2.2.2.2 Hidden surface removing
Because of a transition from the Near- to the Far plane in the 3D scene, a surface in the
foreground may obscure one eye’s view toward a more distant point. It means that the
dense field of PC found in the previous section contains a large redundancy. Numerous
constraints are invalid because their sources ─ the 3D points of SO / 3D scene ─ are
strictly hidden. Hidden surface removal (HSR) is a technical detail, which assists to
detect the invisible parts the 3D scene, to reduce the number of PCs and therefore to
give a greater flexibility in allocating pixel colors when creating an autostereogram.
Figure 2-9 shows the Harold W. Thimbleby’s technique [3] for HSR. The left and
right images of point A are now marked as x1, and x2. The question is to determine
whether a certain point A is visible to both eyes S1 and S2. If the point A is obscured to
any of the two eyes, the constraint exposing on pixels at the position x1 and x2 of IP is
invalid. Figure 2-9 describes how to recognize a hidden point A in respect to eye S1. The
crucial inequality for HSR is that Z O1 > Z Q1 , where Z O1 is the depth of a point on the 3D
surface (it is possibly an obscuring object), Z Q1 is the depth of a variable point Q1 on the
ray from the eye to the original point A. The x-coordinate of the Q1 is governed by the
distance t, and if such an interruption occurs for any value of t greater than 0 and up to
the point D1 (where Z D1 = 1 ) then the point A is no longer visible by the eye S1. The
visibility of the point A in respect to the eye S2 is checked in the same manner.
S2

0

1 zO1/2 zQ1/2 zA

z

y
x2

x

D2

Q2

t

Q1
x1

E/2

A

O1
Surface of 3D
object

S1
Eyes

D1

O2

IP

Far plane

Near plane

µ.D
D
D
Figure 2-9: Geometry for hidden surface removal.
Mathematically, the visibility of any point A on SO can be denoted as following:
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2 ⋅ t ⋅ (2 − µ ⋅ z A )

Visible if ∀i ∈ {1,2} zOi < zQi = z A +
µ⋅E
Point A = 
 Invisible otherwise


(2.3)

PCs are valid constraints if they emerge from such visible points on SO / 3D view.
These constraints must be taken into account in the intensity / color allocating phase,
which will be explained latter.
It can be seen that the aforementioned algorithm for HSR is time-consuming. To
check the visibility of a certain 3D point A of SO, numerous neighbors O1 and O2 of
point A must be checked to ensure the inequality in formula (2.3). W. A. Steer [12]
avoids this exhausted checking with the following important observations:

• A PC exposing a similarity on pixel x1 and x2 of IP must be checked for its
validity only if there exists such other PC so that at least one of its two affected pixels is
coincident to either pixel x1 or x2.
• When the above condition happens, the PC having shorter ISS is the valid one
while the longer is not. That is the 3D point of SO causing shorter ISS obscures the one
with longer ISS, if both expose constraint on the same pixel of IP.
The last statement can be visually proved as in Figure 2-10. Point B exposes shorter
ISS on Bl and Br than point A on Al and Ar where pixels Bl and Al are coincident. Note
that in order to calculate ISS for point A and point B, the position of eyes must be
shifted accordingly to ensure the isosceles property of triangles S1AS2 and S1BS2
(supposition in Section 2.2.2.1). It is why there are two pairs of eyes S1 and S2 in Figure
2-10. In any case, the distances between two eyes and from eyes to IP are always
constant. As a result, ISS of point B is shorter if and only if it is in front of point A. In
other words, the point B obscures the point A in respect to eye S1 and PC caused by the
point B is the only valid one.
Floating eyes
S2
S2
S1
S1

Bl≡Al

Br
B
A

Ar

IP

3D surface

Figure 2-10: Validity of PC must be checked only if Al≡Bl or Ar≡Br.
The algorithm proposed by W. A. Steer does fasten up HSR phase. Its drawback is
that the point in the front does not always obscure the point on the back when they
expose the constraint on the same pixel of IP. I will discuss more on this problem in
Section 2.3.3.
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2.2.2.3 Intensity / color allocating
The constraint-pairs calculated from formula (2.2) and still remaining valid after HSR
altogether create several constraining chains in each row of IP. Figure 2-11 shows the
mergence of such chain from three valid ISSs.
ISS1

ISS2
ISS3

Line of pixels

Constraining
(right direction)

chain

τ: distance to the closest neighbor to the right
Figure 2-11: Constraining chain is the mergence of several PCs.
The pixel at the very first position of each chain (either on the leftmost or rightmost)
is called unconstrained one. Its intensity / color can be arbitrary. Depending on
whether the unconstrained pixel is the leftmost or rightmost, the containing chain has
left of right direction. Figure 2-11 demonstrates a chain having right direction. In this
case, except the rightmost pixel, any other pixels, which lie farther on the left and
belong to the same chain, should register the distance τ to its closest neighbor pixel
(also belonging to that constraining chain) on the right. Once, when the intensity / color
for the unconstrained pixel is determined, the other pixels in the same chain must take
that identical value to ensure the reconstruction of stereoscopic image. Figure 2-12
visually describes all constraining chains on IP created from all valid ISSs of the depthfield in Figure 2-6b. The intensities of pixels on Figure 2-12 are proportional to the
quantity τ : the brighter the pixel is, the farther its closest right neighbor (in the same
constraining chain) lies.
For the case of chains having left direction, similar intensity / color allocating is
processed with an exception that the unconstrained pixels are the leftmost ones.

Figure 2-12: Presentation of all valid ISSs generated from Figure 2-6b. Black pixel is
unconstrained. The brighter the pixel is, the farther its closest neighbor lies to the right,
i.e. the larger the distance τ is.
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The arbitrary value of the unconstrained pixel is an important factor. It determines
the final appearance of the being generated autostereogram. Originally its values are
taken from gray-scale scalar from 0 up to 255. The resultant autostereogram is the
conventional one as in Figure 2-6a. Autostereogram designer can use different
repository for assigning values to unconstrained pixels in order to create some special
visual effects. Figure 2-13 outlines some typical subclasses of autostereogram. The type
of repository adopted in each subclass is summarized below:
SIRDS
(Single Image Random
Dots Stereogram

Color SIRDS

SIRTS
(Single Image
Random Text Stereogram)

SITS
(Single Image
Texture Stereogram)

Figure 2-13: Hierarchy of autostereograms.

• Color SIRDS: it is the simplest variation of conventional autostereogram. Color
SIRDS does not appear as a gray-scale random dots. It can have any mono color thanks
to assigning that identical color with different brightness to unconstrained pixels. Figure
2-14 shows an instance of color SIRDS in red.

Figure 2-14: Sample of color SIRDS. The depth-field is Figure 2-6b.

• Single Image Texture Stereogram (SITS): in order to generate an autostereogram
of type SITS, designer needs a normal 2D image of size MaxX by MaxY for decoration,
such as the pattern in Figure 2-15a. An unconstrained pixel at location (x,y) on IP takes
the color of the pixel at the location (k,l) on the decorating image, where
k = x mod MaxX
(mod represents modulus operator). By selecting a proper size and

l = y mod MaxY
pattern of decorating image, designer can create an interesting mask. Rather than
random dot pattern, a SITS autostereogram contains a similar repetition of a “distorted”
pattern as in Figure 2-15b.
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(b) SITS generated with pattern Figure
2-6a. The depth-field is Figure 2-6b

(a) Pattern for decoration of SIRDS

Figure 2-15: Sample of SITS.

• Single Image Random Text Stereogram (SIRTS): for reconstructing a simple SO
/ 3D scene which is well described with a few feature points, low resolution of IP can be
used to capture the constraints of an autostereogram. In other words, in SIRTS, PCs do
not expose similarity-constraints on pixels but blocks of pixels. Unconstrained blocks
are drawn with random character from character-set. The chosen character is also
assigned to all other blocks belonging to the same constraining chain leading by that
unconstrained block. Figure 2-16a denotes a good depth-field for generating SIRTS.
With four corners and simple straight lines representing edges, the depth-field can
briefly describe a floating rectangle above a homogenous background. Therefore using
“considerate size” of pixels ─ they are block of pixels for drawing characters ─ is
enough to ensure the PCs calculated from the 3D scene. A resultant SIRTS
autostereogram can be seen in Figure 2-16b.

(a) A simple depth-field, which
does not result in a dense PCs.

(b) Presentation of ISSs computed from (a) with
character-set

Figure 2-16: Sample of SIRTS.
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2.3 Extensions to the basic algorithm of SIRDS
2.3.1 Generalized computation of SIRDS
In the basic algorithm, when calculating PCs, the Far plane is located at the same
distance after IP as the eyes are in front. This condition exposes some limitations to
comprehend the visibility of SIRDS discussed in Section 2.4. Therefore I redraw Figure
2-8 in a fully parameterized way as in Figure 2-17.
By setting parameter a to any positive real number, I can locate the Far plane at any
position after IP. Consequently, the restriction to the location of the Near plane µ≤1 is
released; The plane can be now placed anywhere between IP and the Far plane, i.e.
µ≤a. Therefore, adjusting the depth of the stereoscopic image is possible. The
calculation of ISS and the classification of HSR can be rewritten as following:

ISS =

(a − µ ⋅ z ) ⋅ E

(2.4)

1+ a − µ ⋅ z

2 ⋅ t ⋅ (1 + a − µ ⋅ z A )

Visible if ∀i ∈ {1,2} zOi < z A +
µ⋅E
Point A = 
 Invisible otherwise


(2.5)

The deduction of the formulas (2.4) and (2.5) are provided in Section 2.3.1.1 and
Section 2.3.1.2. With the new formula (2.4) for computing ISS, the formula (2.2) can be
reused to determine the location of PCs on the IP. The formula (2.5) is then applied to
the detected PCs to eliminate those, which emerge from invisible points on the depthfield.
Near plane
Far plane
IP
0
1
z
y

X0

x

Fixed eyes
S2
S1

Left
image

S’1
E≈6.35cm

S’2

Eyes supposed
to moved together
with A

Right
image

ISS

A(x,y)
t
A’

µ.D

D
a.D
Figure 2-17: Generalized geometry on which the SIRDS algorithm is based.

2.3.1.1 Computation of PC with the introduction of parameter a
The computation of PC is illustrated in Figure 2-18. Any 3D point A(xA,yA,zA) of the
scene to be captured is located between Far- and Near plane. Note that, the component
z ( z ∈ [0 ,1] ) of the point A expresses the relative distance from the point to the Far plane
in comparison with the Near plane. Therefore the actual distance of the point A from the
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Far plane is the multiplication of its coordinate z with µD. The point A exposes a PC on
IP, which forces the pixel B1 and B2 identical in appearance. The question is to
determine the location of these B1, B2 for every 3D point A.
IP
Eyes supposed
to move together
with point A
S1

Near plane
Far plane
0
zA
1
y
x

B1
E≈6.35cm

AH
B2

H
S2

A(xA,yA)

ISS

µ.D
D
a.D
Figure 2-18: Computation of ISS.
Basing on the similarity of the two triangles AB1B2 and AS1S2, I have the following
equation:

ISS AAH
aD − z A µD
=
=
E
AH D + aD − z A µD

(2.6)

where the line AH is perpendicular to the line S1S2 and IP. Then ISS can be deduced as
the following:

ISS =

a − z Aµ
⋅E
1 + a − z Aµ

(2.7)

Remember that, the eyes are supposed to float together with the point A so that the
triangle AS1S2 is isosceles. That is the point AH has the same x-, y coordinates as the
point A and it is the middle point of segment B1B2. The location of the point B1/2 on IP
thus can be defined as the following:

ISS

 xB1 / 2 = x A m
2

 yB = y A
 1/ 2

(2.8)

2.3.1.2 Computation of HSR with the introduction of parameter a
The detection of a hidden point A is described in Figure 2-19. The point B1/2 is an
arbitrary point on the ray AS1 / AS2, which lies between the Near- and Far plane (valid
range of the depth-field). According to the Harold W. Thimbleby’s technique, the point
A is said to be invisible to the eye S1/2 if and only if there exists such point O1/2 of the
3D surface, which has the same perpendicularly projected image on the depth field with
any point Q1/2, but the point O1/2 is closer to the IP than the point Q1/2, that is
zO1 / 2 > zQ1 / 2 . Knowing the depth-field, the quantity zO1 / 2 (the depth-field value of the
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3D scene on the neighbor of the point A) is given. Only the amounts zQ1 / 2 remain
unknown.
S2
0
1 z
z
z
z
O1

Q1/2

A

y
B2
D2
H

x

AH

Q2

D1

t
B1

E/2

Q1

O2
A

O1
Surface of 3D
object

S1
Floating eyes

IP

Far plane

Near plane

µ.D
D

a.D

Figure 2-19: Computation of Thimbleby’s HSR.
Marking the horizontal deviation (the difference in the axis x) between an arbitrary
pair Q1/2 and the examined point A with t, from the two similar triangles AAHQ1 and
AHS1, I have the following equation:

AAH AH Q1
=
AH
HS1
from which I can deduce the quantity AAH as the followings:
AAH =

AH ⋅ AH Q1 ( D + aD − z A µD ) ⋅ t
=
E
HS1
2

(2.9)

The quantity zO1 / 2 is a relative value to the distance between the Far- and Near

Plane (µD). Therefore the amount zQ1 / 2 should be calculated in the same manner as the
following:

zQ1 / 2 = z A +

2t( 1 + a − z A µ )
AAH
= zA +
µD
µE

(2.10)

The parameter t can take any integer value from 1 up to the value, which results
zQ1 / 2 = 1 by replacing into equation (2.10), because there is no zO1 / 2 , which is greater
than 1. For each valid value of t, if the inequality zO1 / 2 > zQ1 / 2 becomes true, then the
point A is invisible.

2.3.2 Normal view algorithm for calculating SIRDS
As mentioned in the Section 2.2.2.1, the calculation of PCs takes the root from FEA.
That is the eyes are supposed to float vertically and horizontally so that
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1. The CP is always parallel to horizontal direction, and
2. The triangle stretching over the being portrayed 3D point and the two eyes
remains equal-side.
However an autostereogram is generally viewed with fixed position of human eyes.
The deviation in eyes’ position between generating and viewing PCs causes geometry
distortion shown in Figure 2-17. According to FEA, a point A on SO exposes a
constraint on pixel Left image and Right image as calculated from formula (2.2). When
viewing with fixed position of eyes, the eyes are supposed to be at the place S’1 and S’2
instead of S1 and S2, which has been the eyes’ positions used in computing the position
of Left image and Right image previously. Correspondently, the similarity of pixel Left
image and Right image reconstructs a virtual 3D point A’, which stays at the distance t
horizontally apart from the origin point A. In vertical direction, similar incident can be
perceived.
To generate correct autostereogram, I develop general formulas for computing ISS,
PCs as well as HSR. From now on I refer to them as normal view algorithm (NVA)
versus the FEA. The geometry of computing PCs in NVA is outlined in Figure 2-20.
Far plane

Near plane

IP
(xright,yright,a.D)

A(x,y,z)
x
0
y

z
S’1

C1

S2

B2

C2

ISS

B1

SO

CP

E

(xleft,yleft,a.D)

S1
(Xeye,Yeye,(1+a)D)

µ.D
a.D

D

Figure 2-20: Geometry of NVA for computing constraints.
Figure 2-20 shows an instant position of CP ─ the plane passes through the two eyes
S1, S2 and an arbitrary point A on SO. It can be seen that CP is not necessarily parallel to
horizontal plane x0z and the triangle S1S2A is not always equal-side. In NVA, the left
and right eye are located at the fixed point (Xeye, Yeye, (1+a)D) and (Xeye +E, Yeye,
(1+a)D) respectively. ISS depends only on the depth of the current 3D point and the
distance between two human eyes E. Hence the formula (2.4) is usable. The location of
the two pixels Left image and Right image must be rewritten as following (detailed
deduction is in Section 2.3.2.1):
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ISS 
ISS 
ISS 
ISS 
 xleft = X eye ⋅ E +  1 − E  ⋅ x ; x right = (X eye + E ) ⋅ E +  1 − E  ⋅ x





(2.11)

ISS 
ISS 
y = y
+ 1 −
⋅ y
right = Yeye ⋅
 left
E 
E 
The HSR also needs modifying. The possibly obscuring point C1, which interrupts
the ray AS1 and makes point A invisible to the eye S1, is now no longer restricted to
being on CP only; it can happen at any place in the 3D neighbor area around the
currently examined point A. It is also true for the obscuring point C2 in respect to the
eye S2. I refer readers to Section 2.3.2.2 for detailed proving of the formula for detecting
invisible points. I convey here the result only.

K i ⋅ (1 + a − µ ⋅ z A )

Visible if ∀i ∈ {1,2} zOi < z A +
µ
Point A = 
 Invisible otherwise

where K i =

(x
(X

) + (y
− x ) + (Y

− xA

Bi

2

Bi

2

eye

A

eye

)
−y )

− yA

2

2

(2.12)

i ∈ {1,2}. In fact, NVA is the perspective

A

projection, where SO is projected to IP lying between the object itself and the center of
projection (the left or right eye). Figure 2-21 visualizes this projection applied to 4
boundary points of the depth-field.

Boundary of
depth-field

Area with no depth
information therefore
no PCs in this area

χ
β

A left / right
eye
α

IP
Values of depth-field
Padding area

Figure 2-21: Zooming effect of perspective projection and the need of padding.
The area α denotes the 3D presentation of a depth-field. It can be seen that all pixelpairs participating in formulae (2.11) occupy only the center area of IP. Along the four
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edges of IP (marked as area β in Figure 2-21), pixels do not take part in any PCs
because there is no such 3D point of SO (the depth-field α), whose projected points can
reach this area. Viewing autostereogram generated from such IP, viewer has a feeling of
watching SO through a virtual window. To avoid the “window effect”, before
computing PCs, I expand the depth-field (the area marked with χ) with background
points located on the far plane. They assist to expose PCs on the edges of IP without
affecting the appearance of SO.

2.3.2.1 Computation of PC in NVA
The computation of PC in NVA is illustrated in Figure 2-22.There are four parallel
planes: Far plane, Near plane, IP and eyes’ plane. Any 3D point A of the scene to be
captured is located between far and near plane. That is the z component of its coordinate
can takes any value in the range between 0 and µD. The distance marked with zA in
Figure 2-22 represents the ratio between the distance of the point A to the far plane and
the one between the Far- and Near plane. Therefore the valid values of zA are between 0
and 1. In the case of NVA, the eyes of viewer have fixed positions on the eyes’ plane
when seeing the autostereogram. Figure 2-22 marks this constant positions of the eye S1
with x1 and y1. The point A exposes a PC on IP, which forces the pixel B1 and B2
identical in appearance. The question is to determine the location of these B1, B2 for
every 3D point A.
I call the points M, N and K the perpendicularly projected images of the points A, B1
and S1 on the Far plane. Based on the property of parallel lines, I have the following
equation:

xA − X
y − Y MN AB1
= A
=
=
x A − x1 y A − y1 MK AS1

(2.13)

On the plane of the triangle AS1S2, I can now exploit the results from Section 2.3.1.1,
that is:

AB1 ISS
=
E
AS1

(2.14)

where

ISS =

a − z Aµ
⋅E
a + 1 − z Aµ

(2.15)

Replacing these equation into (2.13), the location of the point B1 on IP can be defined
as following:

ISS

 X = x A + E ⋅ ( x1 − x A )

Y = y + ISS ⋅ ( y − y )
A
1
A

E

(2.16)

The position of the point B2 can be computed in the same way. With the supposition
that the line going through two eyes of a viewer is always parallel to the axis x, that is
viewer keeps his face horizontally when seeing the autostereogram, the coordinates X’,
Y’ of the point B2 has the simple formula as following:
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 X ' = X + ISS

Y ' = Y
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Near plane

(2.17)
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Figure 2-22: Geometry of NVA.

2.3.2.2 Computation of HSR in NVA
The detection of hidden point in NVA is described in Figure 2-23. The point A of the
depth field is currently checked whether it is covered by a certain point O also
belonging to the depth-field. The points M and P are respectively the perpendicularly
projected images of the point A and O onto the Far plane. Their coordinates are marked
as x, y, z with a corresponding index. Note that the component z ( z ∈ [0 ,1] ) of the
coordinate expresses the proportion to the distance between Far- and Near plane, which
is equal to µD. Therefore the actual value on the z axis of any 3D point is the
multiplication of its coordinate z with µD. Similar to FEA, the point A is said to be
invisible to the eye S1 if and only if there exists such point O in the depth field, which
has the same perpendicularly projected image on Far plane as a point Q, but the point O
is closer to the IP than the point Q, that is zO > zQ . The point Q is defined as the
intersection of the line OP and the line connecting the point A and the eye S1. It is
necessary to compute the amount zQ.
From the two similar triangles ARQ and ATS1, I have the following equation:

RQ AR
=
TS1 AT

(2.18)

The three projecting lines AM, QP and S1K are parallel, hence I can rewrite the right
side of the equation (2.18) as the following:
AR MP
=
=
AT MK

(xO − x A )2 + ( yO − y A )2
(x1 − x A )2 + ( y1 − y A )2
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(2.19)

From Figure 2-23, the left side of equation (2.18) can be developed as following:

(z − z A )⋅ µD = (zQ − z A )⋅ µ
RQ (zQ − z A )⋅ µD
=
= Q
TS1
KS1 − KT
aD + D − z A µD a + 1 − z A µ

Far plane

(2.20)
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Figure 2-23: Computation of HSR in NVA.
From equations (2.18) and (2.20), zQ can be computed as following:

zQ = z A +
where the ratio

AR a + 1 − z A µ
⋅
AT
µ

(2.21)

AR
can be computed from equation (2.19).
AT

2.3.3 Scalable hidden surface removal algorithm
W. A. Steer’s technique performs a good recognition of hidden surface without
exhausting check thanks to the investigation of the resultant factor of the depth, not the
depth itself. But it is still not accurate. Figure 2-24 demonstrates a special case of a
discontinuous 3D SO, where the technique shows a shortcoming in detection of hidden
surface. Both points A and B are visible ─ both rays from point A and B can reach the
eye S1 straightly ─ although they satisfy all requirements to say that the point B covers
the point A in respect to the W.A. Steer’s criterion. Note that the positions of S1 and S2
are adjusted for each position of the point A and B to ensure the supposition of FEA
(see section 2.2.2.1) therefore I draw two S1 and S2 twice in Figure 2-24.
Figure 2-25 outlines how I deploy W. A. Steer’s technique to NVA. It is worth
noting that if the IP has infinite resolution to present the location of pixels, the
aforementioned shortcoming does not show up. It is because when an eye S1 is fixed,
the pixel Al and Bl are coincident if and only if the point B lies on the straight line
defined by the point A and S1. In other word, the point B really interrupts the light-ray
from the point A to S1, it obscures the point A. Unfortunately, when displaying IP on a
monitor or sending it to a printer, IP is presented with integer values of pixels, the
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location of left / right images in a PC computed from formulae (2.11) with double
precision must be truncated to integer. The inconsistence in the coincidence of Al and Bl
and the obscuration of A and B can happen, leading to the faulty detection of the W. A.
Steer’s HSR.
Floating eyes
S1

S2

S2

S1

Bl≡Al

Br
B

Ar

IP

3D surface
A
Figure 2-24: Special case of hidden surface when Al≡Bl.
S2

S1

∠ASlB
Bl
Al

Br

IP
Ar

B

3D surface
A
Figure 2-25: Application of W. A. Steer’s HSR to NVA.
To overcome the shortcoming, my modification to the algorithm is based on the
following observations:
1. According to the correct geometry, a 3D point is obscured, i.e. its PC is invalid if
and only if no light-ray starting from that point can reach any one of the two eyes. That
is the obscuring point B must not only be in front of the point A but also have the lightray BS1 completely the same as light-ray AS1 in order to fully cover the point A (Figure
2-25).
2. Due to the limitation in recognition of human eyes, with enough small value of
angle ∠AS1B (Figure 2-25), the two rays AS1 and BS1 can be considered as coincident.
The last observation constructs the important key for scalable HSR algorithm: the
angle, under which each eye views 3D point and its neighbors, should be taken in
making decision for hidden surface. Similar investigation should be processed for the
eye S2. State in general manner, two conditions must be taken into account for detecting
HSR:
1. If the points A and B have common left or right image on IP (Al/r≡Bl/r), and
2. If they are viewed in a smaller angle (angle ∠AS1B) than a predefined threshold,
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then the points A and B can be considered to obscure each other. To recognize the
obscuring and obscured roles between the two points, I adopt the W. A. Steer’s
observation: it is checked which point has shorter constraint (i.e. is closer); The
resultant point obscures the remainder. By setting the threshold to zero (the Condition 2
is dominant), I can ensure the HSR strictly satisfying the correct geometry (it is the
same as some techniques of creating autostereogram without HSR). With infinite
threshold (the Condition 2 is skipped), the origin HSR of W. A. Steer is obtained. The
threshold can be used to adjust the strictness of HSR, which directly controls the
number of valid PCs on IP. Consequently, the threshold affects the final appearance of
an autostereogram which closely depends on the density of PCs. The threshold can also
used to reduce the numbers of 3D points on SO when computing PCs: group of 3D
points can be considered as only one point if the viewing angle of this group in respect
to any eye less than the chosen threshold. Therefore it may even fasten up the PCs
computing process.
The value of angle ∠ASiB formed between two arbitrary neighbor-points A, B of SO
and eye Si ( i ∈ {1,2} ) can be deduced as followings:

∠AS i B = arccos



xSA ⋅ xSB + y SA ⋅ y SB + z SA ⋅ z SB
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2
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2
2
2
2
2
+ ySA
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⋅ xSA
+ ySA
+ z SA

)






(2.22)

The equation (2.22) expresses the computation of the angle between two rays starting
from two points A and B in the depth-field and going into the eye S (left or right) is
simply based on the scalar multiplication of two 3D vectors as in Figure 2-26. That is by
using the definition as well as the direct computation of scalar multiplication applied to
two vectors, I have the following equation:
SA ⋅ SB = ( xSA ⋅ i + ySA ⋅ j + z SA ⋅ k ) ⋅ ( xSB ⋅ i + ySB ⋅ j + z SB ⋅ k ) = SA ⋅ SB ⋅ cos(∠ASB ) (2.23)

Thanks to the orthogonal property of unit-vectors i, j, and k, the left side of equation
(2.23) can be simplified as following:

xSA ⋅ xSB + ySA ⋅ ySB + zSA ⋅ zSB = SA ⋅ SB ⋅ cos(∠ASB )

(2.24)

From equation (2.24), the angle of interest can be computed as the following:

x ⋅x + y ⋅ y + z ⋅z
 x ⋅ x + ySA ⋅ ySB + z SA ⋅ z SB 
∠ASB = arccos SA SB
 = arccos 2 SA 2SB 2SA SB2 SA 2 SB 2

SA ⋅ SB


 xSA + ySA + ySA ⋅ xSB + ySB + ySB

A

S

α






j
B

i

k
Figure 2-26: Computation of angle based on 3D vectors.

2.3.4 Artifact reducing methods for moving SIRDS
In contrast to stand-still autostereogram, just a few moving autostereograms can be
found on the Internet [10], [11]. I arrange them into the following two categories:
Frame-oriented moving SIRDS: each temporal snapshot (frame) of 3D scene is used
independently to generate the proper stand-still SIRDS. The resultant autostereograms
are then fused together in one SIRDS movie. Figure 2-27a shows the depth-field of a
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3D scene containing a turning around dragon. Viewing the SIRDS movie Figure 2-27b
of this scene, one will see the skin of the dragon and the texture of the background
change rapidly and strongly. The artifact is due to the independent generation of SIRDS
frames.

Revolving direction
(a) depth-field of revolving dragon

(b) SIRDS movie of revolving dragon

Figure 2-27: Frame-oriented SIRDS movie
Plain background moving SIRDS: this type of SIRDS movie reduces the feeling of
“noisy background” by assigning a unique color to background-pixel while repeatedly
drawing foreground object as in Figure 2-28. The depth-fields in Figure 2-28a specify
the temporal depth for the points belonging to the SO to be portrayed ─ dancing girl.
Similar to frame-oriented moving SIRDS, PCs are computed independently for every
frame. Those pixels participating in PCs of the foreground will be assigned with
appropriate intensity as normal creation of an autostereogram. The others will be
painted in white. As can be seen in Figure 2-28b, such moving SIRDS do not disguise
the SOs completely. Instead of random dot patterns, they contain a visible repetition of
SOs-like patterns. Also, the texture of SOs is still “noisy”.

Revolving direction

(a) depth-field of dancing girl

(b) SIRDS movie of dancing girl

Figure 2-28: Plain background SIRDS movie.
The common problem of all the mentioned moving SIRDS is that the inconsistence
in appearance of the same SOs throughout frames. That is if two pixels of IP take part in
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a PC caused by a 3D point A of a SO at the time-point t, their color can be allocated
with the same but arbitrary color / intensity; At the time t+1, the point A may expose a
PC on other two pixels of IP because of its motion, then the conventional SIRDS
algorithm only ensures that the color / intensity of later two pixels is the same. Actually,
their color / intensity must be exactly the same as that of the previous two pixels
occurring in the previous PC of the point A. I call this new constraint a color constraint
(CC). Taking no attention to CC while generating autostereograms for temporal
snapshots of a scene causes modification in “texture” of the same 3D objects during
animation. Even worse, the global change in texture of an autostereogram disturbs the
process of detaching the eyes’ convergence and focusing ─ the challenge of
successfully viewing an autostereogram [3]; As a result, viewer can not see 3D objects
in sequence even though they can see them separately for each frame. CC is not well
discussed in literature. On contrary to PC, CC is not responsible to the depthinformation but the look, the façade of SOs. The goal is that how one can retain both PC
and CC throughout frames. The fact that two PCs with different CC (they come from
different 3D points of SO having different colors) may join together due to objectmovement, results that one cannot hold the CC without violating the PC and vice versa.
I propose below three compromises to partly solve this conflict.
CC-based generation: the CC has dominant role. Actually it is the complement of the
frame-oriented moving SIRDS where only PCs are taken into account. Each PC is first
checked whether it had constrained color in respect to the previous frame (whether its
associated 3D point of SO is visible previously), then its color is allocated either with
that fixed color if the CC exists or with an arbitrary color as in the case of stand-till
SIRDS. It happens that the color of a pixel can be ambiguous because that pixel takes
part in at least two PCs, which have different CCs. In such case, any of the possible
color / intensity can be assigned to that pixel.
Static background-based generation: On contrary to the object-based generation, the
color / intensity of each constraining chain (see 2.2.2.3) in this method is always
identical, that is PCs are not violated. An intuitive way to take CCs into account while
assigning color / intensity for each row of pixel in IP can be processed in the following
steps:
1. Search for the first pixels of every constraining chain in the current row of pixels.
These leading pixels can be the leftmost or rightmost depending on the direction of the
chain. For instance, the pixels marked with a, b, c, d in Figure 2-29 are respectively the
first pixels of constraining chains 1, 2, 3, 4 having right direction.
2. In the previous IP, search for the co-located pixels of the first pixels found in the
first step. The term “co-located” means the identical position in the current and the
previous IPs.
3. The color / intensity of the co-located pixels in the previous IP are assigned to the
associated first pixels (and therefore the whole chain) in the current IP.
In general, a depth-field a 3D scene is bounded with background, which has the same
depth (z=0) and remains unchanged (static) throughout animation. Consequently, the
aforementioned color / intensity assignment ensures both PCs and CCs for the first
several pixels in any row in IP. Going along a certain constraining chain, the violated
CC can be found more at the middle and the end of the chain, where PCs are created by
moving 3D objects and the color / intensity is already determined. To reduce this
concentration, after T times of using the steps 2 and 3 for assigning color / intensity to
first pixels, a random color / intensities are chosen for the same purpose. Consequently,
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it smoothes the density of violated CC from the center to outward of the IP. Figure 2-32
visualizes the concentration of broken CCs in 2 successive IPs, where white- and red
color respectively represent areas containing the retained and the violated CCs.
Although the broken CCs can be found even in several first pixels of some constraining
chains, but their density at the end of the chain is reduced, which helps to reconstruct a
correct 3D scene. An average color / intensity of all CCs occurring in a constraining
chain can also be used as a substitute for a random value to reduce the deviation in
amplitude of CCs whenever the CCs can not be maintained.
Random color

d

Current row of pixels

Inherited color

Previous co-located row of pixels

c b

a

Periodicity
Constraining chain 3
Constraining chain 4

Constraining chain 1
Constraining chain 2

Figure 2-29: Introduction of period T in assigning color / intensity to constraining
chains
Figure 2-31 shows a simple animation of a depth-field scene. There is a rectangle,
which moves from the left to the right, and reaches closer and closer the plane of this
page. Figure 2-32 denotes the distribution of broken CCs (marked with red color) for
the corresponding three autostereogram frames. The period of choosing random color
causes several red marks at the beginning of every line, but at the same time it reduces
the density of broken CC on the right of every line.
Cost-based generation: the CCs of the pixels appearing not only at the beginning but
also along a constraining chain are taken into account to determine the common color /
intensity assigned to the whole chain. For each of the CCs found on the constraining
1
chain being assigned, a cost function f (color i) = ∑∑
⋅ δ xy is calculated where
x∈M y∈N D xy
color i is the ith constrained color (belongs to a CC) appears in that chain; a sizable
window M by N is used for calculating the cost function (its center is the pixel
belonging to the CC with color i); Dxy is the distance between the examined pixel and
MxN
the
center
of
the
1 if pixel ( x, y) gets a value different from its CC, i.e.

.The color i with
window; δ xy = 
CC is violated
0 otherwise

minimum cost function (causing less number of broken CCs) will be allocated to the
constraining chain. Figure 2-30 demonstrates the shift window of size 3x3, which is
used for computing the cost function in order to determine a good color / intensity for a
certain constraining chain.
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Shift window of
size 3x3
Row i-1
Row i
Row i+1
Current examined pixel
Figure 2-30: Introduction of cost function in cost-based generation.

Figure 2-31: Three depth-fields of a moving rectangle.

Figure 2-32: Location of violated CC created with background based generation.
Vertical and horizontal periodicity is 10 pixels.

Figure 2-33: Location of violated CC created with cost based generation. Window size
is 10x10 pixels.
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With cost-based generation, previous colors / intensities of pixels located not only at
the beginning but also at the middle / end of a constraining chain are examined to find
the best applicant color for the whole chain by means of minimizing the occurrence of
violated CCs (the cost function). The distribution of violated CCs is then smoothed
along the whole IP as in Figure 2-33.

2.4 SIRDS discussions
2.4.1 Natural artifacts of SIRDS
In Section 2.3, I discussed how SIRDS designer can map SOs of 3D scene onto IP
through PCs (and CCs) to create an autostereogram. These constraints of resultant
autostereogram serve as hints for viewers to reconstruct the origin 3D scene when
viewing the autostereogram. However, the reconstruction process ─ even with correct
viewing ─ is sometimes not feasible. Some side-effects may inevitably occur due to the
ambiguous interpretation of the constraints. These natural artifacts of SIRDS are well
explained in [3]. For the interest of completion and further discussion in this section, I
shortly summarize them as followings:

• Echoes: suppose that there are constraints on pixels such that a=b and b=c
(Figure 2-34). It follows that a=c. This last constraint, interpreted geometrically,
corresponds to a third point in the 3D space. There may be no such point on the SO but
still can be “seen” by viewer.
Echo: a=c

Artifact: c=d
Non-existing 3D points
Correct PCs

A row of pixels on IP
a
b d
c
Figure 2-34: Echoes and artifacts.
Virtual point A’
Left image

Eyes

Correct 3D point A

Right image
IP
Figure 2-35: Incorrect convergence in viewing SIRDS.

• Artifacts: even though there may be no PC that c=d, it can happen that c and d
are given the same color purely by chance (depending on the random method SIRDS
designer uses to allocate colors / intensities to pixels). It leads to the same result as
echo: viewer sees a virtual 3D point, which does not exist in 3D scene and corresponds
to the constraint c=d.
• Incorrect convergence: false fusion can also occur simply because the eyes are
incorrectly converged. Two pixels corresponding to left and right images of point A in a
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certain PC (Figure 2-35) can be also produced by point A’ if viewer converges his / her
eyes in front of the IP. Then viewer probably sees something that is completely different
from the initial intention (or more usually viewer sees nothing at all).

2.4.2 Choosing right parameters for generating SIRDS
Recalling the classification in Section 2.1, SIRDS can be considered as the simplest
binocular technique with free view. The only one disadvantage of the algorithm is the
difficulty in initial view. It is a result from the decoupling the natural coincidence of
focusing and converging point (Section 2.1.1) when viewing an autostereogram. In
order to perceive the 3D scene disguised in an autostereogram, viewer has to focus on
the IP of the autostereogram; However the converging point of the two eyes must not be
accommodated on that IP, but somewhere behind in correspondence with PCs. By
scanning all the PCs found on IP and locate the converging point properly, viewer will
perceive the location of SOs in 3D coordination system. The unusual technique for
“seeing” autostereogram is quite well explained in literature, which is summarized in
Appendix A.
When one gets used to the technique for viewing an autostereogram, adjusting
geometrical parameters in formula (2.4) causes great change in quality of the depth
information as well as the visibility of the examined autostereogram. With the
assistance of the full parameter driven formulas deduced in Section 2.3.1, I can test
different combinations of geometrical parameters on number of viewers. In respect of
the majority rule, the statistic results can be summarized as in Table 2-1.

a value

Effect

0.3

The autostereogram is noisy, the depth field is shallow. ISS is small, so
repeated pattern of random dots can be seen closely in rows of IP, hence
echoes and artifacts are inevitable.

1

With µ=0.33 vivid depth information can be perceived. This combination
is used in most of the current SIRDS generating software.

2

Depth-field is deep, 3D effect is promoted. The autostereogram consists
of truly random dots (ISS is large).

60

The SOs are no longer visible. Viewing process may hurt the eyes
because of the large diversity in decoupling focusing and converging
point.
Table 2-1: Different geometrical parameters and their effects on viewers.

2.4.3 Performance of different SIRDS generating algorithms
FEA is the core algorithm, which is used to generate autostereograms in the current
development of SIRDS. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, for the sake of simplicity, the
algorithm supposes that the two eyes float over the IP and are repositioned for
generating ISS and PC for each 3D point of SO as in formulas (2.1) and (2.2). The
purpose of repositioning the eyes is to ensure that CP is always parallel with horizontal
plane and the triangle formed by the two eyes and the projected 3D point remains equalside. In general, when viewing an autostereogram, the positions of two eyes are
unchanged, but the PCs generated with FEA are still interpreted into 3D objects with
unrecognizable distortions. It can be explained as following:
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• The extension of IP is generally “small” while the human eyes are not sufficient
to be considered as point-like sensors. As a result, in comparison with IP, the two eyes
are relatively large enough, that is they can be supposed to exist at different positions
while actual reposition of the two eyes does not happen. Consequently, with each 3D
point in the depth-field, the two eyes can build up an equal-side triangle, whose plane is
parallel to horizontal surface (they are the suppositions of FEA).
• The geometrical distortion mentioned in Section 2.3.2 happens in both vertical
and horizontal direction with the same scale. Therefore the global distortion of SO is not
visible.
Obviously, in such situation, where IP is relative large or the depth-field of 3D scene
contains such hole, which become broader inside as in Figure 2-36, FEA is not
applicable. The NVA is induced for such situation. It also fixes the geometrical
distortion so that the mapped images onto IP are correct in respect of perspective
projection. The drawback of the algorithm is time-consuming. For generating NVAbased autostereogram it takes one and a half time longer than for FEA (Table 2-2)
because of the increase in the complexity of the formulas (2.11) (2.12) and the number
of 3D points, which must be examined to determine whether the being examined
projecting ray is obscured (see Section 2.3.2).
Horizontal CP

Left / right eye
SO

Arbitrary CP

Figure 2-36: 3D scene which can not be represented with FEA.
HSR in general increases the time of computing PCs but it is necessary in
correspondence with the geometry of visibility. It is worth noting that an
autostereogram without HSR contains more PCs than necessary (all invalid PCs are
included), hence there is higher possibility that an echo effect may happen. Depending
on which echo currently captured by the two eyes, different 3D scene (or nothing) may
be reconstructed, only one of them is the intentionally scene. In other word, HSR is
important to reduce the echo side-effect when generating an autostereogram.
By using scalable HSR in Section 2.3.3, one can control the offset in timeconsumption while adding HSR to SIRDS algorithm. With fine threshold for closer
viewer or more sensitive viewer, more neighbor 3D points in the depth-field must be
checked to determine the visibility of a current examined point, and therefore the
process take more time. When rough angle of threshold is enough (viewer is relatively
farther from the autostereogram or his / her eyes are less sensitive to high resolution
depth-field) more 3D point are skipped, and the process is fastened up. Table 2-2 gives
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an overview of computational time for various combination of algorithm used to
generate an autostereogram.
Method
FEA

NVA

640 x 480 input
image (msec)

1024 x 768 input
image (msec)

Without hidden surface removal

581

1322

With hidden surface removal

3665

9904

Fine angle threshold (0.1659 degree,
viewed from distance of 40cm)

3105

8202

Rough angle threshold (0.2 degree,
viewed from distance of 40cm)

2744

7210

Without hidden surface removal

711

1762

With hidden surface removal

41309

156725

Fine angle threshold (0.028 degree,
viewed from distance of 40cm)

35891

115797

Rough angle threshold (0.035 degree,
viewed from distance of 40cm)

20079

74958

Table 2-2: Time-consuming comparison with different algorithms.
The test was run on WindowsNT workstation, Pentium Celeron 300MHz, 32Mbyte
RAM. The quality and the visibility of all the outputs images are acceptable. The test
shows that FEA should be used with HSR (otherwise the output is very noisy). The fact
that different geometry is assumed in NVA and FEA, causes different threshold to be
deployed for these two algorithms.

2.4.4 Visibility of different types of SIRDS
The final look of an autostereogram mostly depends on the last phase of SIRDS
generating process: intensity / color allocating phase. This operation determines the type
of SIRDS as discussed in Section 2.2.2.3. It also plays role in the visibility of an
autostereogram. By testing numerous autostereograms of different types with viewers, I
can point out the following experiences:

• SIRDS output type in grey scale is preferable. It is the most random output
(values assigned to pixel can go from 0 up to 255) the algorithm can generate. It reduces
the possibility of seeing artifacts.
• In case of SITS output, the purpose of SIRDS designer is to make an
autostereogram more interesting and also more “misinterpreted” with almost perfect
repetition of meaningful patterns. However, the available values in the given pattern are
limited especially when designer uses a homogenous pattern with small size or low
color resolution. Therefore, artifacts have more chances to really cheat / disturb viewers
while trying to see such autostereogram. The intended 3D scene is hardly perceived.
• “Pixels” have considerable size in SIRTS output. That is because a letter
presented with several pixels is used to carry the PCs in instead of a certain value of
color / intensity assigned to an individual pixel (in case of SIRDS or SITS).
Consequently, this type of SIRDS is only applicable if the depth-field is sparse and
details of the scene are simple.
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• The risk of perceiving 3-D objects with the eyes being set at an incorrect
convergence, can be drastically eliminated with the assistance of guide dots (Appendix
A). Even for experienced viewer, 3D scene disguised in an autostereogram, which is
equipped with guide dots, can be more easily captured.

2.5 Conclusions
I consider SIRDS algorithm as a hot topic thanks to its simplicity and portability in
representing 3D objects with vivid depth-information. The only one disadvantage of the
algorithm is probably the difficulty in initial view. The technique of how one can
perceive the disguised 3D scene within an autostereogram can be learned, practiced and
gets used to. I do believe that the impression of successfully capturing the depthinformation in an autostereogram will dominate that disadvantage.
To have a deeper look into the visibility of an autostereogram, I derived a fully
parameter driven formulas for generating an autostereogram. With its assistance, I can
test the visibility of various types of autostereograms, which are different in the way of
creation as well as in the final looks. The results can be stated as following. For
experienced viewers, they may enjoy autostereogram with possibly large value in depth
dimension. For freshmen, the shallow 3D scene is necessary to be easily captured.
Autostereograms of type SITS have more attractive appearance but special care should
be taken to choose the decorating pattern to eliminate the artifacts.
HSR is necessary for clear visibility of an autostereogram. By reducing the number
of PCs on IP, HSR gives more freedom in assigning color / intensity to pixels and
therefore it reduces the possibility of echo side-effect. I made a comparison and pointed
out the lack in current implements of HSR. I introduce a scalable HSR, which
incorporates the limitation of human visual system. Thanks to a threshold angle
referring to the smallest angle one can distinguish, I can adjust the level of HSR from
loose to strict, depending on the position of viewer, and the sensation of the visual
system of the viewer.
I also deduced the NVA for computing SIRDS. Although the algorithm is timeconsuming, but it produces a mathematically correct model of 3D scene. Then I can
create an autostereogram for more complicated 3D scene where the common FEA is not
applicable.
On contrary to stand-still SIRDS, moving SIRDS is not so popular. There is a huge
gap not only in the quantity but also in quality of moving SIRDS autostereogram in
comparison with stand-still SIRDS. As a first effort on the research on this field, I
pointed out the crucial problem of temporal consistence, namely CC in generating a
sequence of SIRDS. Although PCs has more important role than CC, since it determines
and reconstructs the 3D sense of the scene, but violating the CCs in a sequence of
SIRDS gives a feeling of texture-change for the invariable textured objects, while the
3D impression is left intact. It disturbs the perception of objects in the 3D scene and
increases the difficulty in seeing the scene. I proposed some trade-off techniques to
retain PCs and CCs at the same time, which hence improve the visibility of moving
SIRDS.
With a rapid improvement in hardware and software, some techniques for
representing 3D object which were cost-prohibited in the past, become available
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nowadays such as binocular techniques with aided views. In such era, an economic
solution with certain limitation like SIRDS may lose its important role. But the keytechnique of making use of the geometrical / optical way to perceive stereopsis surely
still has its application. Currently, I am working on 3D image compression based on
PCs. A 2D array of PCs can be treated as a normal 2D picture, then it can be
compressed and transmitted as normal 2D image. The PCs then can be used to
reconstruct relative positions of 3D scene without 3D array as usual. This model (two
and a half dimensional presentation) can be useful for 3D mesh compression defined in
MPEG-4 standard.
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Chapter 3

Efficient encoding methods of object-based
video
The environment around us is continuously changed. In order to capture one or more of
its processes, it is necessary to register events in a temporal sequence. Video
applications are used to satisfy such purposes. In fact, videos are sequences of stand-still
images (frames) ─ snapshots in time of the scene in consideration ─ therefore they can
correctly visualize dynamic processes with lots of transient states. In the digital era,
with the assistance of sampling techniques and computing power of digital signal
processors, videos become an important component in multimedia applications. Before
going further to discuss new challenges for video nowadays, I focus on the compression
of digitized videos, the initial difficulty one has to face to when dealing with digital
video.

3.1 Background of MPEG video encoding standards
With video, one can spatially and temporally register data at the same time. Thus video
is somehow more valuable than the combination of texts, graphics and images. A
multimedia application containing this special component becomes more effective and
attractive in reconstructing the scene to viewers. The drawback is that the content then
claims a vast amount of data for presentation. Figure 3-1 graphically demonstrates the
required storage / transmission capacity for a simple version of an encyclopedia
application, which contains an average number of texts, images, sounds, videos, etc.
100
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3
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0.1

0.03
0.01
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After compression
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Color
images

Maps

Stereo
sound

Animation
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Various media data

Figure 3-1: Storage requirements for the encyclopedia before and after compression.
Assume that the following average compression ratios are obtained (which are
available currently): text 2:1, color images 15:1, maps 10:1, stereo sound 6:1, animation
and motion video 50:1; A huge quantity of data to be processed can be reduced.
Originally, the encyclopedia needs more than 100GByte data; After compression, the
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application possesses less than 3GByte data. The example also implies the fact that the
most bit-consuming video data contains a lot of redundancies, which can be drastically
reduced by compression techniques.
Two important standardization efforts for video compression were started in the late
’80s. One is the ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication
Standardization Sector) standard for video-conferencing and video-telephony, known as
H.261. The other one came under the name of MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group)
from ISO/IEC (International Organization for Standardization / International
Electrotechnical Commission) in order to define a video coding algorithm for
application on digital storage media like CD-ROM (Compact Disc ─ Read Only
Memory). In addition, audio coding is added into MPEG and the scope of the targeted
applications extended to cover almost all applications, from multimedia system to
Video-on-Demand. MPEG’s first effort led to MPEG-1 standard that is used in various
applications. CD-I (Compact Disc Interactive) and Video CD technology use MPEG-1
as the compression algorithm for audio and video. It was designed to support noninterlaced video coding up to 1.5Mbps with quality about the same as of the analog
PAL (Phase Alternation by Line) or NTSC (National Television System Committee)
system. MPEG’s second effort started in 1990. The main objective was to design a
compression standard capable of different qualities depending on the bitrate, from TV
(TeleVision) broadcast to studio quality. The work led to the MPEG-2 standard which is
the expanded version of MPEG-1 with more sophisticated tools for audio video coding.
The new standard is optimized for interlaced pictures, the popular format in TV
technology. The MPEG-2 standard is capable of coding standard TV at about 4-9 Mbps.
MPEG-4 is the result of another international effort in respect to the recent boom of
multimedia applications delivered over the Internet. MPEG-4 enlarges the range of
possible bitrate, starting from very low bitrate of 64 kbits/s or under but still ensuring
the reasonable quality of the application. The standard is the first one, which addresses
the composition as well as the interaction of a multimedia content. Also driven by the
increasingly pervasive role of multimedia contents, MPEG started a new work item ─
MPEG-7 ─ to provide a solution to high level understanding of media data, which is
very useful for effective information retrieving and filtering from a huge database of
media data. The latest effort of MPEG on standardization of multimedia framework,
namely MPEG-21, aims at defining a normative open framework for multimedia
delivery and consumption for use by all the players in the delivery and consumption
chain. Content-creators, producers, distributors and service providers will be provided
with equal opportunities in the MPEG-21 enabled open market. From the viewpoint of
content-consumers, they will benefit from the access to a large variety of content in an
interoperable manner.
Figure 3-2 summarizes the current members of MPEG family and their main
objectives. Among the others, MPEG-4 standard has a considerable role in the evolution
of MPEG family. It not only makes a significant improvement in compression of media
data (audio, video, images) but also firstly manipulates them in a higher level of
interpretation: media data in multimedia scenes are treated as audio-visual objects rather
than in the form of continuous bitstreams. In the scope of this chapter, I focus on the
efficient compression methods defined in MPEG-4: how to take the advantages as well
as how to improve the performance of the encoding tools proposed in the standard.
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Content manipulation and related services
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Figure 3-2: Members of MPEG family.

3.2 Key-features
encoding

of

MPEG-4

standard

for

visual

The tools for representing natural as well as synthetic video in the MPEG-4 visual
standard provide standardized core technologies allowing efficient storage, transmission
and manipulation of textures, images, video data and animation of humanoids for
multimedia environments. In order to achieve this broad goal, rather than a solution for
a narrow set of applications, functionalities common to several applications are
clustered into a set of several tools and algorithms. MPEG-4 decoders are not necessary
to handle all of these tools. Instead, they should incorporate smaller set of these tools,
which construct the so-called profile of MPEG-4 standards [15]. In other word, decoder
compliant with a certain profile manages to deal with all tools defined in that profile
while MPEG-4 encoder of the same profile has a choice of deploying tools in that
subset. Improving some tools of MPEG-4, proposing a preprocessing as well as a
combination of tools to build up a full encoding scheme are the goals of this chapter. In
the rest of this section, I briefly summarize only those original tools defined in MPEG4, which will be involved and further enhanced. For detail introduction of other MPEG4 tools, I refer readers to references [42] and [55].

3.2.1 Object-based video image coding scheme
MPEG-4 allows the decoding and representation of atomic units of image and video
content, called “video objects” (VOs). An example of a VO could be a talking person
(without background), which can then be composed with other AVOs (audio-visual
objects) to create a scene. Conventional rectangular imagery is handled as a special case
of such objects. Figure 3-3 below outlines the basic approach of the MPEG-4 video
algorithms to encode rectangular as well as arbitrarily shaped input image sequences.
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Figure 3-3: Basic block diagram of MPEG-4 Video Coder.
The basic coding structure involves shape coding (for arbitrarily shaped VOs) and
motion compensation as well as Discrete Cosine Transform DCT-based texture coding
(using standard 8x8 DCT or shape adaptive DCT). An important advantage of the
content-based coding approach in MPEG-4 is that the compression efficiency can be
significantly improved by means of separately using appropriate and dedicated “tools”
to compress each object in a scene. For instance, each VO can be estimated with
different motion prediction algorithm, then it can be quantized with separate weight
matrix and encoded with different Huffman coding tables; These parameters are
independently optimized individually to each VO in the scene for the best compression.

3.2.2 Coding of textures and still images
Efficient coding of visual textures and still images (e.g. to be mapped on animated
meshes) is supported by the visual texture mode of the MPEG-4. This mode is based on
a zerotree wavelet algorithm that provides very high coding efficiency over a very wide
range of bitrates. The wavelet decomposition is performed using a Daubechies (9, 3) tap
biorthogonal filter which has been shown to provide good compression performance
[15]. Together with high compression efficiency, the decomposition provides spatial
and quality scalabilities, also enables arbitrary-shaped object coding. The block diagram
of MPEG-4 wavelet encoder is described in Figure 3-4.The Side-information in Figure
3-4 can be the size of the boundary rectangle, the average value of coefficients, etc.
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Figure 3-4: Block diagram of still texture and image encoder in MPEG-4.

3.2.3 2D animated meshes
A 2D mesh is a tessellation (or partition) of a 2D planar region into polygonal patches.
The vertices of the polygonal patches are referred to as the node points or vertices of
the mesh. MPEG-4 considers only triangular meshes where the patches are triangles. A
2D dynamic mesh refers to 2D mesh geometry and motion information of all mesh node
points within a duration of interest. An example of a 2D mesh is depicted in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: 2D mesh modeling of the "Breen" video object. By deforming the mesh, the
fish can be animated very efficiently, and be made to “swim”.
A dynamic mesh is a forward tracking mesh, where the node points of the initial
mesh track image features forward in time by their respective motion vectors. The initial
mesh may be regular, or can be adapted to the image content, which is called a contentbased mesh. The 2D content-based mesh modeling then corresponds to non-uniform
sampling of the motion field at a number of salient feature points (node points) along
the contour and interior of a video object. Methods for selection and tracking of these
node points are not subject to standardization. This opens property although ensures the
flexibility but at the same time presents a truncation in directly deploying the standard
into any concrete application.
In 2D mesh-based texture mapping, triangular patches in the current frame are
deformed by the movements of the node points into triangular patches in the reference
frame. The texture inside each patch in the reference frame is warped onto the current
frame using a parametric mapping, defined as a function of the nodal positions, which
are updated through nodal motion vectors. Therefore, meshes are well-suited to
represent mildly deformable but spatially continuous motion fields.
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There are two types of mesh object planes that use different coding methods (Figure
3-6)
Coding nodal
motion vectors
Multiplex

Inter-coded

Side-information

Intra-coded

Ordering nodes
/ triangles

Encoded
bitstream

Coding nodal
positions

Figure 3-6: Encoding and animating triangle mesh in MPEG-4 standard.
1. An intra-coded mesh object plane codes the geometry of a single 2D mesh. An
intra-coded mesh is either of uniform or Delaunay type. In the case of uniform type, the
mesh geometry is coded by a small set of parameters. In the case of Delaunay type, the
mesh geometry is coded by the locations of the node points and boundary edge
segments. The topology (the connectivity between mesh nodes) of Delaunay mesh
structure is specified implicitly by the geometry information.
2. A predictive-coded (inter-coded) mesh object plane codes a 2D mesh using
temporal prediction from a reference mesh object plane in the past. The triangular
structure of a predictive-coded mesh is identical to the structure of the reference mesh
used for prediction; however, the locations of node points may change. The
displacements of node points represent the motion of the mesh and are coded by
specifying the motion vectors of node points from the reference mesh towards the
predictive-coded mesh.

Compositing

Demultiplexing

Compressed Data

Mesh decoder

Video decoder

Assembled scene

Still texture
decoder

Figure 3-7: Assembling process for mesh-, still texture and video objects.
The locations of mesh node points correspond to their 2D coordinates in a video
object or still texture object. Mesh node point locations and motion vectors are
represented and coded with half pixel accuracy. Differential method is use to encode
both nodal positions and motion vectors. Order in transmission of nodal positions as
well as mesh traversal (order of triangle) are also defined in MPEG-4 as basis for
choosing predictors in differential encoding.
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In general, mesh objects in MPEG-4 are coupled with still textures or video objects
to create meaningful visual objects at terminal. The assembling process is a
functionality of composition unit as in Figure 3-7.

3.3 Full codec scheme for integrated mesh-video object
2D animated mesh proves to be an efficient compressing tool for synthesis content,
where static texture is mapped onto the surface of dynamic mesh. The static texture can
be updated when an intra mesh object is received at client-terminal. There is no explicit
mapping of dynamic texture, such as natural video onto an animated mesh in MPEG-4
standard. By using tool from system information layer (see next chapter), one can map a
natural video onto a polygonal shape as followings:
1. Defining the texture-coordinates of the polygonal vertices on the plane of VOPs.
2. Applying linear interpolation to calculate the texture coordinates of other interior
points of the polygon.
3. The value at the texture coordinate on VOP is the value of the corresponding point
on the polygon at all times.
In this section, I introduce a merging treatment of mesh and video objects in the
visual layer of MPEG-4 standard. I define a new type of visual object, namely
integrated mesh-video object (IMVO). The codec scheme for IMVO is something more
than just the addition of the two codec schemes of mesh- and video object. Besides
resulting encouraging results in compression, the scheme addresses two targets:
Full scheme of codec: On contrary to mesh- and arbitrary shape-video encoder
defined in MPEG-4, the starting point of IMVO encoder is from a raw video sequence
with no information of VO, with neither their shapes nor their motion vectors. That is
some preprocessing phases, such as the determination of VO and their shapes from
frame-based video, motion detection and mesh construction, are also focused in the
scheme. The purpose of leaving these preprocessing phases unspecified in MPEG-4 is
to ensure the flexibility and efficiency of the standard. However, this “open” virtue also
causes a difficulty in capturing a thorough overview on functionality and contribution of
all element phases when one actually constructs a full system for such advanced codec.
To shorten this gap and at the same time to retain the generality of the scheme, some
“black boxes” representing functionality but not implementation are specified in the
IMVO scheme.
Detail scheme of codec: For the interest of an independent scheme, all functionalities
(even of “black boxes” integrated in IMVO scheme) are discussed in detail. Their
implementations are MPEG-4 like. It means that I either use MPEG-4 techniques or
modify them to carry out the given operations. For the case of black boxes, which are
not specified in the standard, I propose tools to implement them as guideline for the
functionality of the given element phase. The flexibility of the black boxes is retained
by the fact that their implementations clearly defined the interfaces with neighbor
elements in the chain. These interfaces must be provided to ensure the integration of the
scheme if one uses any other alternative (and probably more efficient) implementation
for any black box in accordance to certain requirement of an actual application.
The structure of IMVO codec is shown in Figure 3-8. The functionalities of each
phase are the followings:
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Spatio-temporal segmentation: Its function is to detech several regions from an intra
frame of a video sequence as basis to specify IMVOs. The solution I chosed here for
segmentation is one of the results we achieved in Balaton project [R2]. Due to the illconstrained of the segmentation problem, the phase can be considered as a black box,
that is it is only a symbol for functionality without any predefined implemetations
(several solutions can be chosen as applicants). The solution of Balaton project is
applied here is tended to give a guidance while keeping a completion of the scheme. I
refer readers to [17], [19] for detailed discussions on this segmentation. In the scope of
this dissertation, I focus on requirements and results associated to this phase, which are
crucial for handling functionality of such black boxes.
The spatio-temporal segmentation in IMVO scheme should be sensitive to intra
frame from video sequence. For simple scenario such as video conference, intra frame
happens once at the beginning of the dialogue. For more complex scenarios, intra frame
can be either periodically defined or detected whenever globally rough change in
intensity / color between frames is triggered. The outputs of segmentation are such
regions, which are relatively homogenous not only in spatial but also in temporal
domain. Only then, these regions can serve as elements to build up IMVO with high
matching possibility.
Inter coding
Spatio-temporal
segmentation
Intra
coding

Mesh
generation

Motion
tracking

Regions of
interest
Interaction
Texture

Geometry

Motion vectors

Mesh-based encoder

Mesh-based decoder
Figure 3-8: Functional units of IMVO scheme.

Mesh generation: The detected regions found in the above process are specified by
closed polygons. These polygons are triangulated with constrained Delaunay mesh as in
[24]. Several interior vertices can be inserted automatically during the triangulation to
ensure the property of Delaunay mesh topology. A better solution with time-consuming
computation is to detect feature-points inside every polygonal region in advance to the
Delaunay triangulation. Depending on parameterizing the triangulating program in [24],
some non-feature vertices are still possibly added to the final topology, but majority of
interior vertices are feature-point. They ease the motion detection in the Motion tracking
phase.
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Motion-tracking: This phase is again a black box, whose implementation is out of the
scope of the dissertation. In the current testing scheme of IMVO, I deployed the
algorithm in [18], [19]. The functionality of the unit is to estimate the nodal motion
vectors (NMV) for every vertices at all times. The goal here is not only a good mesh
tracking, which does not violate to topology of the initial mesh (overlapping, added or
removed triangles), but also to optimize the residual errors of the texture / video
attached to the mesh (I remind readers of the name of the scheme integrated mesh-video
object). The method used in [18], [19] entirely satisfies these requirements. In this case,
the outputs of Motion-tracking unit are forward motion vectors (FMVs) and backward
motion vectors (BMVs). The formers are optimized for temporally retaining the
topology of the mesh while the latter ensure a sub-optimized estimation of the texture in
any current frame in respect to the previous one.
Regions of interest: It is the only one phase which interacts with content-providers.
Human supervisor is necessary to define which regions must be encoded and sent to
terminal by means of specifying the indexes of the correspondent regions to the scheme.
The logical combination of the selected regions constructs several IMVOs. Note that
object construction here is a semi-automatic: human interaction is involved only once
on intra frame (or every time when a frame is classified as an intra frame), then the
scheme will automatically encoded the related information of the concerned IMVOs so
that they can be reconstructed at decoder-sides.
Mesh-based encoder / decoder: It has a key-functionality in the full codec scheme of
IMVOs. In intra coding mode, it encodes geometry information ─ nodal 2D positions ─
of IMVOs of interest as well as the “absolute” texture. In inter coding mode, in order to
take the advantages of temporal redundancy, mesh-based encoder deals with 3 types of
information at all times:
1. FMVs for reconstructing the topology of the mesh.
2. BMVs for estimating the texture of IMVO.
3. Residual errors (REs) for compensating the estimated texture.
The inverse version of mesh-based encoder is the only one unit, which must be
implemented at client-terminal to reconstruct IMVOs. The mesh-based codec is the core
of the IMVO codec, playing an important role in the performance of the scheme.

3.4 Mesh-based codec
Structure of the mesh-based codec in Figure 3-8 is one theme topic of my dissertation. It
is introduced in detail in this section.

3.4.1 Functional blocks of mesh-based coder
The block diagram of mesh-based codec denoted in Figure 3-9 is the integration of four
codecs: BMV-, geometry-, shape- and arbitrary shaped RE codec. BMVs and geometry
information, which inturn include 2D coordinates of vertices and FMVs for intra and
inter frame respectively, are results of Motion tracking unit in Figure 3-8. The third type
─ shape information ─ can be implicitly retrieved from geometry information thanks to
the constrained Delaunay topology of the model. Therefore its encoder actually does not
exist. The dashed box of Shape coding in Figure 3-9 implies this virtual property of the
shape information. Knowing the aforementioned information at all time, IMVO can be
animated / estimated at any time point. The last information RE are then derived as the
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Figure 3-9: Block diagram of mesh-based encoder decoder.

Obviously all these information must be encoded properly before being transmited to
decoder-side. The coding blocks in Figure 3-9 take these responsibilities. In the
following sections, I will discuss in depth the encoding process of each information.
The decoding processes are obviously the appropriate inverse implemetations of the
encoders themselves in the reversed direction.

3.4.2 Encoding geometry of IMVO
As discussed in the mesh generation phase in Section 3.3, the triangulated mesh
representing IMVO objects is constrained to be Delaunay. Consequently, on one hand it
inherits a good property of Delaunay triangulation, i.e. the mesh is unique and can be
computed by both encoder and decoder, provided that positions of nodes are given; That
means the topology of the mesh does not need to be encoded. On the other hand, by
transmitting the geometry of constrained Delaunay mesh, the shape information is
implicitly conveyed to decoder. Hence the alpha channel for encoding shape
information used in MPEG-4 standard becomes redundant in IMVO codec scheme.
Detailed process of geometry codec is depicted in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11.
In simple scenario where only one intra frame is satisfaction, encoding geometry
contains two distinct modes: intra- and inter coding. In the intra mode, the absolute 2D
positions of each node are encoded. An optimal graph traversal is used first (Prim
reordering box in Figure 3-10) to order the nodes before encoding their positions to
reduce the spatial redundancy. I used the minimal spanning tree strategy implemented
with Prim's algorithm [33] to arrange the vertices of the mesh. The Euclidean distance
between adjacent nodes is chosen as a cost function for optimal graph traversal. For the
nodes situated on the border of a region, the cost function is forced to zero.
Consequently the Prim's algorithm will choose the boundary nodes as the first path in
the spanning tree; the other nodes will be attached to the tree in the ascend order of the
minimum distance between the concerned node and any node, which already belongs to
the tree. The 2D coordinates of nodes are binary encoded in corresponding to the order
under which they are inserted to the tree. The affects of this order are marked with
arrows starting from Ref. order in Figure 3-10. Only the coordinates of the first node are
encoded directly; the positions of other nodes are encoded differentially, using the
position of the previously node (dictated by Prim’s algorithm) as a predictor. Obviously,
predictor is not necessarily the preceding node: for instance, when a new branch is
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added to the tree, the last encoded node, which still belongs to the old branch is not
considered as the predictor of the first node in the new branch; Instead the intersection
of the tree and the new branch is chosen. When such interruption happens, a special
symbol E (End) will be inserted to the encoded stream. There is another symbol B
(Branch), which signals one new branch starting from its preceding node for each time
the symbol is inserted. The encoded stream of nodal positions for each region (each
IMVO) is ended with symbol F (Final).
Intra mode

y coordinates

Spatial
∆x, ∆y
multiplexing

x coordinates

Geometry information

+

Previous
value
Prim
reordering

Ref. order
Encoded stream

Inter mode

+

Frame delay

FMV encoder

Temporal ∆x, ∆y
multiplexing

Ref. geometry

Encoded stream

Figure 3-10: Geometry encoding process.
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Figure 3-11: Geometry decoding process.
Figure 3-12 denotes a simple collection of nodes connected by the Prim order. The
index of the node represents the order when that node is inserted to the minimal
spanning tree. Note that the nodes located on the boundary are forced to be inserted in
to the tree first, therefore the bold segments in Figure 3-12 (coincident to the boundary
of the mesh) may not satisfy the minimal spanning requirement. The bitstream for this
example is the followings:

(X1,Y1),(∆X2,∆Y2),B,(∆X3,∆Y3),(∆X4,∆Y4),(∆X5,∆Y5),E,(∆X6,∆Y6),(∆X7,∆Y7),E,F.
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Symbol B is inserted right after the encoded coordinates of the 2nd node, because
there is a branch (containing the 6th and 7th nodes) starting from this node. The 5th node
has no successive vertex, therefore it must be followed by a symbol E. At decoder-side,
the predictor of any first node following symbol E will be determined in the so-called
LIFO (Last In First Out) manner as following:
5

1

Boundary
of IMVO

7
6
4

2
3
Figure 3-12: Prim's traversal with forced border nodes.
1.

Any node followed by symbol B is pushed into a LIFO buffer.

2. The insertion of a node is repeated as many times as the occurrence of symbol B
right after that node.
3. The predictor of any node following symbol E is the last node in the LIFO
buffer. Then the referred predictor is removed from the buffer and its preceding node
will become the valid last node of the buffer.
In the inter mode, the temporal differences of the geometry are encoded. They are
treated as FMVs of mesh nodes and are encoded in the same manner as BMVs, i.e. the
FMV encoder unit in Figure 3-10 is actually the BMV encoder, which will be discusses
in the next section. The FMVs are calculated as the followings:
FMVXi (t ) = N Xi (t + 1) − N Xi (t )
FMVYi (t ) = N Yi (t + 1) − N Yi (t )

(3.1)

where the sub-index X, Y stand for horizontal- and vertical components and coordinates
of FMV and vertices N respectively; the super-index i and the parameter t specify the
order and time-point of the corresponding FMV / vertices N.

3.4.3 Encoding BMVs
Every node of the mesh has its own BMV obtained as a result from Motion tracking
process (Figure 3-8). To reduce the amount of transmitted data for BMV, they are
encoded in predictive manner. For a given triangle, knowing motion vectors (MVs) V1,
V2 of its two nodes, the motion vector V3 of the 3rd node can be predicted as following:
~
V
V   1
1 

+
V3 =  1 + 2  / 
D
D
D
D
23   13
23 
 13

(3.2)

with Dij is the distances between node i and j. The equation (3.2) expresses a simple
relation between nodal distance and their BMVs: the closer the nodes are to each other,
the more similarity can be experienced in their BMVs. Once the geometry of the mesh
is decoded in the intra mode as in the previous section (Ref. geometry unit in Figure
3-13 and Figure 3-14), the topology can be used to estimate all BMVs as in equation
(3.2). Only errors between the predicted and the origin BMVs are transmitted to
decoder. In order not to transmit any information about “which MV corresponds to
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which node”, the order obtained from the geometry encoding phase is reused (it is
referred as Ref. Order signal at both encoder- and decoder-side in Figure 3-13 and
Figure 3-14).
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Figure 3-13: Motion vector encoding process.

Figure 3-14: Motion vector decoding process.
BMVs obtained from Motion tracking phase are double-precision. The errors as
results of subtraction between them and the values calculated from equation (3.2) are
also double-precision. Therefore quantization is necessary before sending them to
binary encoder. I defined an integer precision factor (PF), which is settable on demand
and sent to decoder as a side-information. The quantizing with PF set to n ensures the
transmission of BMVs losslessly up to the nth digit of its decimal fraction. That is the
binary coder will encode the quantized Q(BMV) calculated as following:

Q(BMV ) = int( BMV ⋅ 10 n + 0.5 )

(3.3)

where the int function returns the largest integer that is less than or equal to its doubleprecision input argument. In the case of FMVs, PF set to 0 is satisfactory because FMVs
are integers. In the case of BMVs, increasing value of PF produces a high quality of
encoding BMVs at the cost of bitrate.

3.4.4 Encoding REs occurring in motion compensation
The encoding REs phase generates the most bit-consuming information in the IMVO
scheme. Its block-diagram is outlined in Figure 3-15. To describe the operation of this
phase, I distinguish three subtasks: Shape extraction, RE calculation and Hybrid
compression as in Figure 3-15. Figure 3-16 describes the decoding of REs as well as the
reconstruction of the IMVO at decoder-side.
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Figure 3-15: Residual errors encoding process.
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Figure 3-16: RE decoder and the reconstruction of IMVO at decoder-side.

3.4.4.1 Shape extraction
In the IMVO codec scheme, shape information ─ silhouette of IMVOs ─ is transmitted
implicitly through their geometry. The binary mask representing shape can be deduced
from constrained Delaunay topology as following:

1 if ( x , y ) ∈ U Ti

i
f ( x, y ) = 
0 otherwise

(3.4)

where Ti is the area restricted by the triangle i of the given mesh. Figure 3-17
demonstrates a result of the method applied to the Interview sequence represented with
constrained Delaunay mesh topology. Figure 3-17a shows results of the triangulating
process (made by Mesh generation unit in Figure 3-8) applied to three regions with
green boundary, which jointly defines the IMVO of interest. The union of interior points
of all triangles in the topology (marked with white color) constructs the internal area of
the IMVO as in Figure 3-17b.
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(b) Shape reconstructed with constrained
Delaunay mesh.

(a) Constrained Delaunay mesh built on
three regions.

Figure 3-17: Shape information extracted from constrained Delaunay mesh.

3.4.4.2 RE calculation
The calculation of REs reflexes the best the key-technique of IMVOs codec scheme,
namely the integration of mesh presentation and its texture. From Figure 3-15, it can be
seen that, the computing method based on predictive principle, a famous tool for
encoding video in MPEG family. However, the computation of predictors for texture ─
marked with Interpolation box in Figure 3-15 ─ is based on vertex-based MVs instead
of block-based ones. In other words, the approximation of texture in IMVO scheme is
the combination of mesh animation and warping synthetic texture. Thanks to the shape
(the output of Shape extraction in Figure 3-15) derived from the current geometry of
IMVO, encoder can determine the area on the frame, which belongs to the object and
needs to be encoded. At the same time, encoder estimates the texture of that area by
warping the current geometry back to the previous geometry based on BMVs. It is why
the Interpolation unit in Figure 3-15 needs three more inputs: Geometry information,
Ref. texture and BMVs. The warping operation here is a piece-wise transform between
two correspondent triangles from the current and the past geometry based on three nodal
BMVs of the current triangle. Figure 3-18 denotes arbitrary triangle ABC of the current
topology with three associated BMVs drawn perpendicularly to the plane of the triangle.
These vectors expose a plane A’B’C’ on their ends, which can be exploited to calculate
the dense field of BMVs for every interior pixel of triangle ABC. Mathematically, BMV
of any pixel D bounded by a triangle ABC can be computed as following:

BMVD = α ⋅ BMVA + β ⋅ BMVB + γ ⋅ BMVC

(3.5)

Figure 3-18 visualizes the geometrical meaning of the interpolation. The length of
segments AA’, BB’ and CC’ represent the amplitudes of the known BMVs at the
vertices A, B and C (denoted as BMVA, BMVB and BMVC respectively). An interpolated
BMV at an arbitrary internal point D of the triangle ABC has amplitude equal to the
length of segment DD’, whose the other end point D’ is the intersection of the line DD’
and the plane A’B’C’. Applying equation (5.4) in Appendix C to trapezoid BCC’B’ and
AMM’A’, I have the following relations:
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Figure 3-18: Interpolation of BMVs based on triangle topology.
The equation system (3.6) can be simplified as following:

m 
m
a
a 
a 

DD' =  1 −
⋅ 1 −
⋅
⋅ BMVC
 ⋅ BMVA +
 ⋅ BMVB +
a+b  m+n
m+n a+b
 a+b

(3.7)

The equation (3.7) is the developed form of the equation (3.5). Applied the results in
equation (5.8) in Appendix C to equation (3.7), the coefficients in equation (3.5) can be
computed as following:


xB ( yC − y D ) + xC ( y D − y B ) + xD ( y B − yC )
α =
x A ( y B − yC ) + xB ( yC − y A ) + xC ( y A − y B )


x A ( y D − yC ) + xC ( y A − y D ) + xD ( yC − y A )
β =
x A ( y B − yC ) + xB ( yC − y A ) + xC ( y A − y B )


x ( y − y D ) + xB ( y D − y A ) + xD ( y A − y B )
γ = A B
x A ( y B − yC ) + xB ( yC − y A ) + xC ( y A − y B )


(3.8)

Knowing the BMVDi , the estimated texture of the pixel Di is set to the value at the
position in the past frame referred to by the BMVDi . Note that the BMVDi can point to a
non-integer coordinates in the previous frame due to its double precision. Figure 3-19
demonstrates such situation. The value of the reference point A (it is the predictor for
the associated pixel in the current frame) is then computed from the texture I1, I2, I3 and
I4 of the four closest neighbor-pixels with integer coordinates as following:

I Inter . (t ) = dx ⋅ dy ⋅ I1 (t − 1) + (1 − dx ) ⋅ dy ⋅ I 2 (t − 1) +

dx ⋅ (1 − dy ) ⋅ I 3 (t − 1) + (1 − dx ) ⋅ (1 − dy ) ⋅ I 4 (t − 1)
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(3.9)

Integer grid for
pixels

1

dx 1-dx 2

dy
1-dy

Non-integer position
referred to by BMV

A
3

4

Figure 3-19: Bilinear interpolation for pixel’s intensity with non-integer coordinates.
The equation (3.9) expresses a linear interpolation, where every neighbor-pixel
contributes its weighed texture to the texture of the reference point to be predicted. The
reference point divides the parent-square (the square connects pixel 1, 2, 3 and 4 in
Figure 3-19) into other four child-rectangles. The ration between the area of the childrectangle and parent-square determines the contribution of the associated pixel in the
computation of I Inter .
x,y
After calculating I Inter
for every pixel (x,y) in the current frame of IMVO, the RE is
defined as following:
x,y
RE x , y ( t ) = I x , y ( t ) − I Inter
.( t )

(3.10)

where I x , y is the origin texture at the same position (x, y) of the current examined pixel.

3.4.4.3 Hybrid compression
Although the redundancy in RE x , y is much less than in I x , y thanks to strong correlation
in natural video-texture, it can be drastically reduced with hybrid compression. In order
to give reader a complete view about the operation of the mesh-based codec, I introduce
here one solution for hybrid compression, which takes root on the method of MPEG-4
VO encoder. I discuss separately other improved methods in the next section as the
compression of RE plays a crucial role in the efficiency of the mesh-based codec as well
as in IMVO scheme.
The results of calculating residual errors introduced in the previous section are
sequence of differential video with arbitrary shape. Therefore a straightforward method
to encode this information is based on MPEG-4 standard. That is the residual errors are
transformed into spectral domain by means of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), the
resultant coefficients are then quantized and encoded with entropy encoder before being
sent to decoder. These functionalities are respectively marked as DCT, Q and Entropy
encoder blocks as in Figure 3-15. To deploy DCT transformation based on 8x8 block of
pixels to arbitrary-shaped video, MPEG-4 standardized three padding techniques as a
preprocess of DCT transformation (Padding block in Figure 3-15). They are the
padding with zero, the low pass extrapolation and the shape adaptive DCT (SA-DCT)
(see [36]).
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3.5 Alternative methods for hybrid compression of REs
According to my experiments, which will be introduced in Section 3.6, the performance
of the hybrid compression considerably affects the efficiency of the whole scheme. The
information produced from this phase is the most bit-consuming. Furthermore, different
requirements coming from various scenarios of applications challenges the IMVO
scheme with a flexible compromise between quality and cost of the hybrid compression
phase. It is the motivation for me to search for other alternatives in parallel with the
DCT-based method introduced in the Section 3.4.4.3. It is worth noting that the
proposed techniques in this section can be applied to encode any general REs occurring
in natural motion compensation scheme. In such situations, the technique in Section
3.5.1 needs a triangulation preprocess, while the one in Section 3.5.2 can be used
without any modifications.
DCT transform as a solution of hybrid compression described in Section 3.4.4.3 is a
well-known technique of MPEG family. The key success of the method is based on the
so-called inverse DCT transform, which can be written mathematically as following:
N −1 N −1

I ( x , y ) = ∑ ∑ F ( u ,v ) cos
u =0 v =0

( 2 x + 1 )uπ
( 2 y + 1 )vπ
cos
2N
2N

(3.11)

where I(x,y) is the luminance / chrominance at the position (x, y), F(u,v) is the
component at the spatial frequency (u, v) and N (in MPEG-4, it is set to 8) is the size of
window, in which the F(u, v) was computed. Instead of directly dealing with luminance
/ chrominance, the method handles F(u, v) which prove to be more compact than the
original information I(x, y). This is the philosophy of the generic signal decomposition,
where an origin, often complicated signal is divided into some simpler ones, which have
precise mathematical model, i.e. they are easy to deal with from some aspects of
interest. The formula (3.11) can be rewritten in universal meaning as following:
M −1

∑a

f ( x, y ) =

i =0

i ,x , y

⋅ αi ( x, y )

(3.12)

where a bivariate function f(x,y) is decomposed into a weighed sum with coefficients
ai,x,y of M number of basic functions αi(x,y). The bases αi can be linearly independent or
orthogonal. In the following part, I propose two methods for selecting ai,x,y as well as
αi(x,y) so that their integration in the whole IMVO codec scheme can satisfy lower
constraint on bandwidth of communication channel.

3.5.1 Polygonal predictive encoding method for RE

3.5.1.1 Piece-wise estimation of RE
The simplest forms of bivariate function αi(x,y) are the followings: 1, x, y, xy, x2…, xn
ym,… I deploy this basis to estimate REs in a piece-wise fashion. Note that IMVOs are
extracted from natural video, which have strong similarity in time. The correlation
becomes stronger in a small portion of frame: the area inside each triangle building up
the IMVO. Exploiting this fact, a good approximation of REs for every triangle can be
calculated from a finite sum of bivariate polynomial basic functions. Mathematically,
the REs derived from formula (3.10) can be represented as the following:
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^

N

RE x , y = ∑

N

∑a

i =0 j =0
i+ j≤N

ij

⋅ xi y j

(3.13)

where N≥0 is degree of decomposition (the maximum degree of the basic function xiyj),
^

aij are the polynomial coefficients and RE x , y is the estimated RE at the location (x,y).
Instead of encoding all value RE x , y inside every triangle, a limited number of
coefficients aij (they are not necessary the same for every triangle) for each single
triangle are processed. At decoder side, knowing the forms of polynomials in advance
(actually only the value N must be transmitted to the decoder, the whole basic functions
of polynomial can be reconstructed) RE decoder can retrieve coefficients aij from the
^

encoded stream, then uses equation (3.13) to compute the quantity RE x , y , which is in
turn considered as the origin RE x , y to reconstruct the IMVO. Obviously, the reduction
^

in information for transmission is only applicable if the similarity between RE x , y and
RE x , y is high enough. This constraint is preserved thanks to the following two factors:
1. The estimation based on polynomial is processed in piece-wise manner. That is
within a relatively small interior area of every triangle, homogeneous properties of
pixels can be captured with high possibility.
2. Coefficients aij are “efficient”, which are computed separately for each triangle to
minimize the square error of approximation of REs in that triangle. The coefficients are
called efficient if they minimize the following square error:
 N N



i j
E (aij ) = ∑  ∑ ∑ aij ⋅ x y − RE ( x , y )
( x , y )∈T  i = 0 j = 0

 i+ j≤N


2

(3.14)

where T is the area restricted by the associated triangle and RE x , y is the origin RE. The
coefficients aij are determined by taking all partial derivatives of function E (aij ) with
respect to each coefficients and setting them all to zero. As a result, the following
system of linear equations is obtained:



 ∑ x i + m y j + n  ⋅ aij = ∑ x m y n ⋅ RE ( x , y )


i =0 j =0
( x , y )∈T
 ( x , y )∈T

i+ j≤N
N

N

∑∑

(3.15)

where m≤N, n≤N and m+n≤N. I refer readers to Section 3.5.1.3 Deduction 1 for the
development of the equation (3.15). The roots of these equations are the desired
coefficients.
Obviously with higher degree of polynomial, a better estimation of RE x , y can be
achieved, though more and more complicated linear equation system (3.15) has to be
solved. To circumvent this problem, in advance to decomposition, I applied the GramSchmidt orthogonalizing operator [22] to the basic functions xiyj. The resultant new
basic functions GS(xiyj) are now not only linear independent but also orthogonal. With
the new bases, the decomposition (3.13) can be rewritten as followings:
^

N

RE( x , y ) = ∑

N

∑b

i =0 j =0
i+ j≤N
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ij

(

⋅ GS x i y j

)

(3.16)

where coefficients bij actually have the same role as aij in equation (3.13). The different
marks are used only for distinguishing the two cases. While searching for such
^

coefficients bij, which ensure the least square error between RE x , y and RE x , y , instead of
formula (3.15), I achieve a direct calculation of coefficients bij as following (the
development is detailed in Section 3.5.1.3 Deduction 2 and Deduction 3):

∑ RE (x , y ) ⋅ GS (x y )
i

bij =

j

( x , y )∈T

(3.17)

∑ (GS (x y ))
i

j

2

( x , y )∈T

The direct formulas (3.17) offer a reusability of coefficients when increasing the
number of basic functions GS(xiyj) for more precise approximation. For instance, when
one increases the degree of the decomposition Max(i+j) from N to some higher value M
where i, j are possible indexes that a basic function GS(xiyj) for the decomposition can
take, then all coefficients of the identical components GS(xiyj) between the two
decomposition are the same, exclusively those coefficients bij happening only in the
new decomposition ─ the sum of i and j is greater than N ─ must be computed with
formula (3.17). In other word, the coefficients of higher degree orthogonal polynomial
are built on the top of the lowers. Consequently, the hybrid compression using
approximation with polynomials exposes the scalable feature to reduce the error of
estimation as well as to control the bitrate on demand.

3.5.1.2 Deploying the polynomial transform in the mesh-based codec
The piece-wise estimation with orthogonalized polynomials introduced in the previous
section can be integrated in the IMVO scheme as another solution for hybrid
compression of residual errors. The IMVO codec is then an extremely mesh-based
scheme: it exploits the mesh structure in most of its functional phases, including
animating geometry, predicting texture based on MVs and even in transmitting residual
errors for compensation. The Hybrid compression block in Figure 3-9 no longer has
structure as in Figure 3-15. Figure 3-20 reflexes its new construction.

RE

Layer …
Layer N+1
Layer N
Calculating
polynomials’
coefficients

Multiplex
Quantizer

Encoded
stream

Differential
encoder

Geometry
information
Figure 3-20: Block diagram of intensively mesh-based codec.
The transmission of REs here is a lossy and scalable. Layer N in Figure 3-20
represents the scalability of the codec (the degree of decomposition). In the base layer
N=-1, no residual error is transmitted at all. At any enhanced layer with N>=0,
coefficients corresponding to basic functions, whose degree is N at most, are encoded
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for every single triangle. They are used to estimate the REs at decoder-side. The higher
layer the encoder involves, the more precise reconstruction of residual errors is
available at decoder. All necessary coefficients, which need to be transmitted, are
encoded in a differential manner: only the first coefficient of the first triangle is
absolutely encoded. For the other coefficients, I subtract the value of previous
coefficient from the current one in sequence, the results are the actual values for
encoding. The procedure used to encode BMVs in Section 3.4.3 is adopted to encode
these differences. The differentially coded coefficients are finally multiplexed and sent
to the decoder in the order of level: all the coefficients of the lower level must be
transmitted before the ones in the next higher layer. Within each level, coefficients are
grouped by triangles to which they belong. The order of triangle is already known by
both encoder and decoder after applying the Delaunay triangulating procedure to
vertices of the mesh. This is the normal transmission. The differential encoder of
coefficients can be further improved with progressive transmission as following:
1. For every layer higher than 0 (each triangle has more than 1 coefficient), I first
rearrange the coefficients in accordance with the each degree of the associated basic
function,
2. For each resultant array, I apply the aforementioned triangle-order for normal
transmission.
As doing so, a drastic reduction in entropy of the coefficients is experienced due to
the strong correlation between the coefficients related to the same degree of basic
functions.
At decoder side, decoding process happens in the inverse manner of the
aforementioned. Note that for the pixels located on the boundary of a triangle, their REs
may be calculated twice by involving two separate collections of coefficients from the
two connecting triangles. Their averages are then chosen as valid values.

3.5.1.3 Mathematic bases for estimation of discrete signal with
bivariate polynomial
An alternative name of bivariate function is 2D one. Within the scope of this section,
the term “2D” exclusively refers to such function that has two variables as its
parameters. There is nothing in relation with “two-dimensional” term used in displaying
visual objects in other sections of the dissertation.

Deduction 1 Least-square estimation with ordinary 2D polynomials
Instead of directly transmitted to client-terminal, residual errors can be predicted with a
few number of coefficients, which construct the best-fitted surface to the origin residual
errors. In order to get a good estimation, coefficients are determined separately for
every triangle. From now on, all the 2D coordinates and the related residual errors
strictly refer to the internal area T of an arbitrary triangle. The decomposition at degree
N mathematically can be written in the following form:
N N −i

f ( x , y ) = ∑∑ aij ⋅ x i y j

(3.18)

i =0 j =0

In the ideal case, the following equations would stand for all location (x,y) inside the
area T:
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N N −i

∑∑ a
i =0 j =0

ij

⋅ x i y j = ER( x , y )

(3.19)

where ER(x,y) is the origin residual error at the location (x,y). Due to the over
determined property of the linear equations (3.19), in general there do not exist such
coefficients aij, which satisfy constraints in (3.19). Those coefficients are considered to
be “efficient” and involved in the codec, which minimize the sum of all squared
deviation between the predicted and the origin values with the area T. That is:
2

 N N −i

E = ∑  ∑∑ aij ⋅ x i y j − ER( x , y ) → min
x , y∈T  i = 0 j = 0


(3.20)

This is achieved by determining the partial derivatives of E with respect to
coefficients aij, and equating them to zero. As a result, I have the following equation for
each coefficient amn (the subscript m and n here imply instant values of i and j in the
general formulae aij):
 N N −i

∂E
= 2 ∑  ∑∑ aij ⋅ x i y j − ER( x , y ) ⋅x m y n = 0
∂amn
x , y∈T  i =0 j =0


(3.21)

By moving the components containing ER(x,y) to the right side and reordering the
summarization, I obtain the following linear equation:
N N −i



∑∑  ∑ x
i =0 j = 0

i+m

 x , y∈T


y j + n  ⋅ aij = ∑ ER( x , y ) ⋅x m y n
x , y∈T


(3.22)

Note that I can write the equation (3.22) for different combination of valid values of
m and n. The number of such combination can be computed as following:
N N −i

∑∑ 1 = (N + 1) + N + (N − 1) + ... + 1 =

(N + 1) ⋅ (N + 2 )

i =0 j =0

In other words, the equation (3.22) represents a system of α =

2

(3.23)

(N + 1) ⋅ (N + 2 )

linear
2
equations. The matrix notation of this system is M.A=N, where M is a square matrix of
size α, A and N are both column matrices of α rows. If matrix M has inverse, the
coefficients can be computed as following:
A= M -1.N

(3.24)

Deduction 2 Orthogonalization applied to 2D polynomials
When the degree of the adopted basic functions increases, the system of linear equations
gets more complicated. Solving such large system becomes unstable and inaccurate. To
overcome this problem, not only linearly independent but also orthogonal basis
functions are preferable for superior results.
The linearly independent basis spanning the space of polynomials in (3.18) are the
following:
Bij = x i y j

i = 0 ,..., N ; j = 0 ,..., N
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(3.25)

They can be converted into a set of orthogonal basis GSij by using the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization process as in [22]. In the codec scheme, a simple version of the
method is deployed by the following incremental procedure:

GS00 (x , y ) = B00 ( x , y )

GSij ( x , y ) = GS00 ( x , y ) + α (ij )(01)GS01 ( x , y ) + ... + α (ij )(kl )GS kl (x , y ) + ... + α (ij )(ij ) Bij (x , y )

(3.26)

where k = 0 ,...,i ; l = 0 ,..., j . The target is to determine all α(ij)(kl) so that the GSij
constructed as in formula (3.26) are orthogonal over the area T (internal area of the
currently examined triangle). That is:

∑ GS (x , y )⋅ GS (x , y ) = 0

x , y∈T

ij

kl

i≠k ; j≠l

(3.27)

A specific case of (3.27) is GS kl ( x , y ) ≡ GS00 ( x , y ) . The formula (3.27) then becomes:

∑ (GS (x , y ) + ... + α ( )(

x , y∈T

GS kl ( x , y ) + ... + α (ij )(ij ) Bij ( x , y ))⋅ GS00 ( x , y ) = 0

ij kl )

00

(3.28)

Taking equation (3.27) into account, equation (3.28) can be simplified as following:

∑ GS (x , y )⋅GS (x , y ) + α ( )( ) ∑ GS (x , y )⋅B (x , y )

x , y∈T

00

00

ij ij

00

x , y∈T

ij

(3.29)

By now I can compute α(ij)(ij) as following:

α (ij )(ij ) = −

∑ GS (x , y )⋅GS (x , y )
∑ GS (x , y )⋅B (x , y )
00

x , y∈T

00

00

x , y∈T

(3.30)

ij

Other α(ij)(kl) with 0 ≤ k < i and 0 ≤ l < j can be obtained by directly adopting the
second equation in (3.26) into equation (3.27). Reapplying (3.27) to the resultant
multiplication, I have the following formulae:

α (ij )(kl )

∑ GS (x , y )⋅GS (x , y ) + α ( )( ) ∑ GS (x , y )⋅B (x , y ) = 0

x , y∈T

kl

kl

ij ij

kl

x , y∈T

ij

(3.31)

The only one unknown variable in (3.31) can be computed as following:

α (ij )(kl ) = −

α (ij )(ij )

∑ GS (x , y )⋅B (x , y )

x , y∈T

kl

ij

∑ GS (x , y )⋅GS (x , y )

x , y∈T

kl

(3.32)

kl

Deduction 3 Least-square estimation with orthogonal 2D polynomials
Using formulas (3.30) and (3.32) all the basic functions GSij are determined. Instead of
Bij, I use GSij to estimate the residual errors in piece-wise fashion, i.e. coefficients of the
best fitted 2D polynomials are searched for inside area T of every triangle. Using the
least-squares approach as discussed in Deduction 1, the constraint (3.20) can be
rewritten as following:
2

 N N −i

E = ∑  ∑∑ bij ⋅ GSij ( x , y ) − ER( x , y ) → min
x , y∈T  i =0 j =0
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(3.33)

The coefficients bij are determined by taking the partial derivatives of E with respect
to the coefficients and setting them to zero. This results in the following systems of
linear equations:
 N N −i

∂E
= ∑  ∑∑ bij ⋅ GS ij ( x , y ) − ER( x , y ) ⋅GS kl ( x , y ) = 0
∂bkl x , y∈T  i =0 j =0


(3.34)

Reordering the summarization symbol of (3.34), I have the following system:


∑∑  ∑ GS (x , y )⋅ GS (x , y ) ⋅ b = ∑ ER(x , y )⋅ GS (x , y )
N N −i

i =0 j = 0

 x , y∈T

ij

kl



ij

kl

x , y∈T

(3.35)

Formally the system (3.35) is similar to (3.22), but thanks to the orthogonal property
(3.27), all the product terms in the left side of equation (3.35) are eliminated except one,
that is:
bkl ⋅

∑ GS (x , y )⋅ GS (x , y ) = ∑ ER(x , y )⋅ GS (x , y )

x , y∈T

kl

kl

kl

x , y∈T

(3.36)

Therefore direct computation of coefficients can be achieved as following without
solving matrix multiplication as in (3.24):
bij =

∑ ER(x , y )⋅ GS (x , y )
∑ GS (x , y )⋅ GS (x , y )
ij

x , y∈T

x , y∈T

ij

0 ≤ i, j ≤ N

(3.37)

ij

3.5.2 Wavelet-based predictive encoding method for RE

3.5.2.1 Wavelet transform and Image Processing
Wavelet transform ─ a well-known decomposing tool in mathematic domain ─ recently
involves a lot of interests from image / video processing area. It was officially
standardized in MPEG-4 and JPEG-2000 (Joint Photographic Expert Group) standard
thanks to its well localization in both spatial and frequency domain as well as its
scalability in decomposing and synthesizing signal. The basic idea of the wavelet
transform is to represent any arbitrary function f as a superposition of wavelets, which
are generated from one single function ψ ─ the mother wavelet ─ by dilation and
translation as following:

ψ a ,b ( x ) =

 x−b
⋅ψ 

 a 
a

1

(3.38)

Any arbitrarily function f then can be decomposed as following:
f ( x ) = ∫∫ ca ,b ⋅ψ a ,b ( x )

(3.39)

a ,b

The formula (3.39) represents function f(x) as an infinite sum of infinite number of
wavelet basic functions ψ a ,b . To avoid this redundancy and impracticalness, a set of
wavelet functions with discrete parameters ad and bd is used instead. They are defined as
following:
a = a0m , b = nb0 a0m
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(3.40)

where m, n are integers, a0 and b0 are arbitrary with a0>1 and b0>0. The obtained
wavelet basic functions ψm, n no longer create a complete basis for function-space.
Consequently, an arbitrary function f(x) can only be decomposed with the assistance of
two functions: the mother wavelet ψm, n and the scaling function φm, n. Note that when
the dilation index m decreases to negative infinite, the resolution of both functions ψm, n
and φm, n becomes higher and higher, i.e. their discrete step a0m gets more finer. For each
step of m, the space Vm spanned by the φm, n can be considered as successive
approximation space with resolution a0m , where the following relation stands between
Vm: ..V2⊂V1⊂V0⊂V-1… The mother wavelet ψm, n and the scaling function φm, n are
selected such that at any level m, the ψm, n span a space Wm which is exactly the
orthogonal complement of Vm in Vm-1. The function f(x) then can be written as the sum
of an estimated part fm(x)∈Vm at a certain resolution and a number of detail parts
ej(x)∈Wj (j∈{m…+∞}):
+∞

+∞

f ( x ) = f m ( x ) + ∑ e j ( x ) = ∑ cm ,n ⋅ Φ m ,n ( x ) + ∑∑ d j ,k ⋅ψ j ,k ( x )
j =m

(3.41)

j =m k

n

In digital image processing area, one deals only with finite discrete functions of
luminance and chrominance signals. Therefore new formula of equation (3.41) must be
introduced, where f(x), ψm, n and φm, n are all discrete. I refer to [27] for detail derivation
m

1
the formula with a0 = 2 and b0 =   , the popular way for computing discrete
2
formulas used in image processing. I convey here the results only for the sack of
completion. The forward and inverse transformations are the followings:
c j ,k = ∑ c j −1,n ⋅ hn+ 2 k

n
forward : 
d j ,k = ∑ c j −1,n ⋅ g n+2 k
n

inverse : c j-1,n = ∑ c j ,k ⋅ hn+2 k + ∑ d j ,k ⋅ g n+2 k
k

(3.42)

k

The sequences hn and gn are called low-pass and high-pass wavelet filters
respectively (they are the discrete scaling function φm, n and mother wavelet ψm, n
respectively). The sequence cj,k is the estimated presentation of discrete function c0,n at
the resolution j (it is the discrete function f(x) being decomposed). Note that cj,k and dj,k
have half length of cj-1,k.
Image
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Figure 3-21: Wavelet based encoding / decoding scheme.
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Figure 3-21 outlines the block diagram of image encoding / decoding scheme based
on wavelet decomposition. The information of still image (luminance and chrominance)
is first transformed into wavelet domain. In recent standards such as MPEG-4 and
JPEG-2000, the Daubechies (9, 3) and the filter set with tab parameter (9,7) / (5,3) are
used respectively for the transformation (see [37]). The resultant coefficients are then
quantized before passing to entropy encoder. The purpose of quantization is to reduce
the bitrate of transmission. This phase can be either very simple (a uniform midriser
quantiser as in MPEG-4) or very complicated (involving bit-rate controller and / or
psychovisual threshold between subbands). The entropy encoder defined in MPEG-4 for
still texture compresses wavelet coefficients in a hybrid-fashion: the quantized
coefficients are first encoded by the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) encoder. The
resulting binary stream exposing a compact presentation of coefficients is further
compressed with an adaptive arithmetic encoder.
Similar to the piece-wise estimation based on polynomials in Section 3.5.1.1, wavelet
decomposition is scalable. Decoding only the coefficients in the lowest DC subband, a
rough estimation of the image can be retrieved. As long as more coefficients in higher
subband are involved in the decoding process, the quality of the image will be
improved.

3.5.2.2 Deploying the wavelet transform in the mesh-based codec
In the very first scheme of mesh-based codec in Section 3.4.4, I deployed the DCTbased technique to encode the residual errors for IMVOs. For low bitrate
communication channel, attenuating the DCT coefficients is not satisfactory solution. I
replace the technique with the piece-wise estimation based on polynomial. The latter
technique offers not only a high compression but also a scalable tuning, a desired
property for versatile scenarios of terminals. The drawback of estimation with
polynomial is that it cannot reconstruct almost lossless information as DCT-based
method due to the finite numbers of the applied polynomials. The gap between the two
methods can be filled up gracefully with the encoding method based on wavelet
transform. Figure 3-22 outlines the structure of the Hybrid compression in Figure 3-9
when wavelet transform is involved.
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Figure 3-22: Wavelet transform applied in the mesh-based codec
Taking into account that the REs distributed in an arbitrary area, the first step must
be the definition of the area of interest based on the mask information of IMVO (the
Transformed Area block in Figure 3-22). The wavelet transform then can be computed
in both normal and shape-adaptive manner. In the former case, the target for
transformation is the smallest rectangle surrounding the current IMVO mask and the
transform can be processed as usual for that rectangular area. In the latter case, special
implementation of 2D wavelet transform, namely shape adaptive discrete wavelet
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transform (SA-DWT) ensures the calculation of coefficients for REs with arbitrary
shape. I refer readers to [15] for detailed description of SA-DWT. In parallel with EZW
encoder, I deploy the so-called Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) to encode
wavelet coefficients. The SPIHT algorithm is a highly refined version of the EZW
algorithm. A remarkable documentation of SPIHT can be found in [32]. An adaptive
arithmetic encoder does the last compression on the bitstream of encoded REs.

3.6 Performance of mesh-based codec scheme
The proposed codec scheme was tested with the “Interview (CCIR601)”, the “Children
(CIF)” and the “Akiyo (CIF)” sequence at the speed of 25 frames per second (fps). The
sizes of resulting IMVOs extracted from these videos do not exceed 256x256 pixels.
The purpose of this section is twofold. As a first target, it describes a manual fine-tuning
process of the parameters used in the scheme. The methodology for this process is to
test the effect of each settable parameter on the final quality of the reconstructed IMVO
while keeping other parameters unchanged at the possibly best values. The Peak Signal
Noise Ration (PSNR) is used to evaluate the quality of the reconstructed IMVO. It is
defined as following:

255 ⋅
PSNR = 20 log

∑ (I

∑1

( x , y )∈IMVO

Origin
x,y
( x , y )∈IMVO

− I xRe, yconstructed

)

2

(3.43)

where Ix,y stands for the value of texture at the coordinate (x,y) which is interior to
IMVO. The superscript of Ix,y implies the Origin or the decoded Reconstructed texture.
The second target of this section is to compare the features of mesh-based encoder for
IMVO as an integration of mesh- and texture encoder with separate tools in MPEG-4
standard.
The settable parameters used in the IMVO codec scheme can be grouped into three
categories: geometry, BMVs and REs (see Figure 3-9). Due to the close relation
between geometry and BMVs ─ they are encoded with the same differential coder ─ I
jointly discuss them in the next section. Parameters used to encode REs ─ the most bitconsuming information, which considerably affects the overall performance of the
whole scheme ─ are concerned in separate section.

3.6.1 Encoding mesh structure
Geometry information in IMVO scheme as well as in any mesh-based scheme consists
of nodal positions and topology of the mesh. The latter information is implicitly
conveyed to decoder-side thanks to the unique structure of Delaunay mesh [25]. In order
to encode the former information, the MPEG-4 standard [36] differentially encodes the
coordinates of vertices in the mesh: the boundary-nodes first and then the interior nodes
are encoded. In IMVO scheme, the introduction of optimal graph traversal while
encoding the interior nodes produces encouraging results as in Figure 3-23. The figure
shows the entropy ─ the ideal cost for transmitting geometry information with the
deployment of optimal graph traversal implemented with Prim algorithm. The examined
geometry information is taken from 9 successive frames of Interview sequence. As seen
from Figure 3-23, a gain about 50 per cent in entropy can be obtained.
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Figure 3-23: Effect of Prim algorithm on geometry compression of the Interview
sequence.
Geometry information should not be encoded in intra mode in successive frames
where the mesh-topology remains unchanged. The inter mode discussed in Section 3.4.2
is adopted in such a case. Then, geometry information in the form of FMVs is encoded
differentially. There is quantity PF, which controls the bitrate used to encode either
FMVs or BMVs. In the case of FMVs, PF is always set to 0 because FMVs are integervalued. PF rather plays important role in the case of BMVs. Once determined by the
encoder to satisfy a given bitrate and quality, PF will be send as a side-information to
decoder. Figure 3-24 evaluates the effect of several PFs on the reconstructed texture for
the Interview sequence. In this case, it can be seen that PF greater than 100 just causes a
high jump in entropy of the encoded BMVs while improvement in overall PSNR is not
at that ration. Therefore the value 10 is selected thanks to its fair performance.
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Figure 3-24: Effect of the PF on encoding MVs.

3.6.2 Encoding REs
In the IMVO scheme, bandwidth for encoding REs is dominant. The reason is that they
are transmitted for every frame. Furthermore, in the case of encoding REs with DCT,
RE for each pixel inside IMVO must be encoded. In contrast, geometry information,
FMVs and BMVs are transmitted in the base of vertices of mesh, which much less than
the number of pixels located inside IMVO. Special care therefore must be taken into
account while encoding REs. In addition to the DCT based method in Section 3.4.4, two
other methods are introduced in Section 3.5 to ensure the flexibility of the scheme for
versatile applications and concrete demands. In the rest of this section, I am going to
discuss the property of each method as well as the selection of parameters for each of
them.
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3.6.2.1 DCT-based method
Adopting DCT transform to encoding REs, the IMVO scheme is an MPEG-4 like
framework for encoding video objects for multimedia application. That means the
encoding of IMVOs takes the root from the compression of video objects defined in
MPEG-4 standard. The new features that the IMVO scheme adds to the base of MPEG4 are the following:

• Functionalities of the preprocess preceding the compression phase of video
objects, namely object detection and motion estimation, are clearly addressed in a
complete chain of codec scheme: its input are frame-based video served by any popular
capturing equipment while its output are compressed object-based video, which can be
used to build up a complex multimedia content.
• Video object in IMVO scheme is represented by combining several advanced
tools standardized in MPEG-4. Mesh structure for animation of still texture is deployed
to present video object in IMVO scheme. DCT-based compression of REs for arbitrary
shaped video object is used for encoding REs, which emerge in motion compensation of
IMVO. To predict the texture of IMVO, the idea of warping texture defined in Synthetic
and Natural Hybrid Coding is modified to yield the target.
• Some modifications in elementary techniques of the scheme are also proposed.
They are Prim algorithm for encoding geometry and simple prediction of nodal MVs.

3.6.2.2 Polygonal predictive method
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As discussed in Section 3.5, polygonal predictive and wavelet-based methods inherit all
the advantages of the DCT-based one. Their goal is to improve the efficiency in
compressing REs. Comparing two types of polynomial transform, several positive
features of orthogonal basis can be experienced against the normal one. Figure 3-25
shows some results of encoding REs of in the Interview sequence with two types of
polynomials. The direct computation (3.17) of coefficients in the case of orthogonal
polynomials becomes more efficient while increasing the degree of applied polynomials
(Figure 3-25a). Figure 3-25b presents another advantage of the orthogonal basis. Its
reusability of the coefficients makes the bandwidth for encoded coefficients linearly
increase with the degree of polynomial (for better estimation of texture of IMVO)
instead of exponential growth.
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Figure 3-25: Comparison between orthogonal and normal basis functions.
The core technique of the polynomial transform is to select better surface fitting
estimation with higher and higher degree of polynomial. This improvement is
demonstrated in Figure 3-27a, where orthogonal basis of degree 2 and 3 are used to
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predict the REs. The proportion between degree of estimating basis and the goodness of
prediction is not valid beyond a certain boundary. Figure 3-26 shows that the
computational time growth exponentially and PSNR linearly increases with the degree
of orthogonal basis functions (the degree marked with None refers to the prediction of
REs based on BMVs only). At the degree of 5, this trend breaks down: PSNR drops
down drastically while computational time continues going up. It is worth noting that
the linear enhancement in PSNR can be implemented in scalable manner as the
coefficients of orthogonal polynomial with higher degree are the superset of those of the
lower ones. Reordering and encoding the coefficients in differential manner in
progressive mode lead to more save in entropy of the encoded coefficients. Figure 3-27b
shows that when one uses progressive mode for orthogonal basis of degree 3, he / she
reduces 0.2 bits versus 0.1 bits as in the case of orthogonal basis of degree 2.
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Figure 3-26: Performance of various degree orthogonal basis functions.
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Figure 3-27: Performance of progressive encoding applied to polynomials of degree 2
and 3.

3.6.2.3 Wavelet-based method
With wavelet transform, I have two choices to apply Daubechies (9,3) tap
biorthogonal filter ─ the selected filter to encode still texture in MPEG-4 ─ to arbitrary
shaped REs: rectangle-based or shape adaptive (SA). In the former technique, IMVO is
expanded with external pixels having zero as their REs so that the IMVO fits the
smallest rectangle around it. In the latter technique, only REs which belong to IMVO
are transformed. The padding process for computing wavelet transform of finite data
can be either independent or not (see [36]). In other words, when padding values to the
two ends of an RE segment to be transform, the selection of padded values may depend
upon whether the processed data-segment starts at odd or even pixel-position relatively
to the smallest bounding rectangle of that IMVO. Figure 3-28 shows the comparison in
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performance of these three wavelet transforms processed on the Interview sequence. In
can be seen that in the case of REs, where data to be transform are close to zero,
rectangle-based and independent SA yield about the same PSNR and necessary
bandwidths. Their results are superior to those of dependent SA. Figure 3-28b
highlights the fast computation of the rectangle-based method against the SAs. However
for an arbitrary shape of REs, SA can produces better PSNR at the same bandwidth as
rectangle-based method thank to the fact that only the REs of the IMVO are encoded.
Thus I propose independent SA wavelet for encoding REs in IMVO scheme.
Three aforementioned methods of encoding REs do not mean that they completely
replace one other. They offer flexible tools for encoding REs and therefore IMVO in
various scenarios of applications. Figure 3-29 demonstrated a large range of bandwidth
and quality supported by the scheme. Diagrams in Figure 3-29 are grouped in pair for
comparison purpose: polynomial transform against SA-DCT in Figure 3-29a and Figure
3-29b; Different methods to encoding wavelet coefficients in Figure 3-29c and Figure
3-29d; Wavelet transform with different decomposition-levels in Figure 3-29e and
Figure 3-29f. Although the bitrate control in DCT-based is available, but the polynomial
and wavelet transform offer more flexibility in adjusting bandwidth for a given
application. The polynomial transform can encode IMVO with very low bitrate at the
cost of PSNR while the wavelet transform opens the possibility to overcome the
shortage in quality of reconstructed IMVO. Both methods possess a famous scalability
in reconstruction of IMVO. In the case of polynomial transform, bitrate can be reduced
by using low degree of orthogonal polynomial basis. With a good motion prediction
even prediction of texture is satisfactory (the None compensation curves in Figure 3-29a
and Figure 3-29b). By encoding coefficients of polynomial with higher degree, one can
“widen” the low bandwidth: higher bitrate with better quality. In the case of wavelet
transform, the control of required bitrate can be implemented more straightforward by
exploiting the scalable property of EZW or SPIHT. On one hand, these two techniques
of scanning and encoding coefficients can globally ensure the bitrate of IMVO under a
predefined threshold. For instance, Figure 3-29c and Figure 3-29d denote the
performance of the encoding IMVO at the bitrate 0.5 and 0.25 bpp. On the other hand,
for very low communication channel, only a part of the complete data encoded by EZW
or SPIHT is received at a terminal, IMVO is still reconstructed by simply processing
inverse transform on the available subbands only. Figure 3-29e and Figure 3-29f
demonstrates the performance of such reconstruction of IMVO. Thanks to this virtue,
wavelet transform proves to be and efficiently scalable: different compression rate of
coefficients combined with exploiting different decomposition levels makes wavelet
transform not only reach the very low bandwidth given by polynomial transform but
also touch the high bandwidth produced by the DCT-based method. The transition
between these two edges is smoothly filled up by proper configuration for compressing
wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 3-28: Performance of several wavelet transform techniques.
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REs.
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3.7 Conclusion
Multimedia applications and their rapid expansion in the market pose more and more
challenges to the development of video codec techniques. New scheme should not only
suffice a good trade-off between bit-rate and quality of reconstruction; but also ease the
manipulation as well as the composition of video audio objects, making various
interactive services possible. MPEG-4 standard was born to satisfy the new challenges.
This chapter focuses on two enhanced features of the standard: mesh animation of still
texture and encoding method for arbitrary shaped video objects. A new visual object is
created, namely IMVO. It is the integration of these two methods to construct a video
object with mesh presentation. A full scheme for encoding / decoding this object is
presented. The characteristic of the scheme is not only a completion in functionality but
also a detailed solution in implementation. The scheme considers the creation of IMVOs
before discussing its encoding methods. Such preprocessing steps are often skipped in
MPEG-4 standard to ensure its flexibility and universal validation. In contrary, the
scheme proposed in this chapter explains the method to detect video objects from
normal rectangular-based video sequence. The video object of interest is then modeled
with constrained Delaunay mesh to create IMVO. Along the video sequence, the
geometry of this object is animated and its texture is encoded in differential manner.
The completion of the scheme makes it ready to use for simple application such as
video conference,… It also assists developers, researchers to have a thorough overview
into a codec scheme based on video object. In consideration of the generality of the
scheme, the implementation of each element function in the scheme can be considered
as a guiding sample, which can be further improved for certain purpose in accordance
with discrete application. The scheme with clear interface between functional units
makes this aspect possible. The codec scheme itself is optimized with its parameters.
The combined effect of them ─ as a sample to demonstrate the usability of IMVO
scheme ─ provides a flexible trade-off between high compression and good quality of
video communication.
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Chapter 4

Interactive presentation of movie content
Nowadays, computing power is also granted to client-terminals thanks to the born of
more and more powerful signal-processors, which are available on client-side at
reasonable prices. Intelligent set-top-boxes, multimedia-enabled mobile phones,
multimedia computers are no longer rare equipments, which can be found at the userside ─ the other end of telecommunication and broadcasting channels. As a result, many
enhanced services now become available for users to access multimedia contents in
much more sophisticated fashion. Among many others, I focus on the interactivity of
movie content, which is addressed firstly in the recent MPEG-4 standard.

4.1 Overview of BIFS, a new type of compressed
information in MPEG-4 standard
The boom of the Internet together with the rapid development in digital store capacity
makes multimedia applications more and more popular. As a feedback, this new
technology and related uses also expose some new requirements on the quality of
multimedia applications. Among many others, consideration shall be put on a higher
compression of image / video, the availability of composing different media data and
the support of interactivity between users and applications. The emergence of the recent
MPEG-4 standard brings efficient solutions to these new challenges. More than
standardizing advanced tools for more efficient compression in the traditional fields
(audio and video) of MPEG family, MPEG-4 jumps a great step forward with a new
capability to build up a so-called multimedia scene, which can serve information to user
in a much more innovative way than conventional movie: the interaction between
multimedia content and users are now possible thanks to the introduction of BInary
Format for Scenes (BIFS). Unfortunately, the advanced features derived from BIFS
have not yet be focused well enough in recent MPEG-4 applications. For instance, only
the MPEG-4 audio video coding performance, having high quality at low cost of bitrate
is exploited in DivX applications [50] and players [48], [49]. Such audio / video
applications are compliant with the Simple 2D scene graph profile [42], which are
compatible with / similar to conventional movie scenario. Figure 4-1a and Figure 4-1b
denote a typical configuration of a conventional movie having one audio and one video
stream. Higher profiles, where advanced services of BIFS feature are implemented, are
still unknown or unfamiliar to most of video service providers. Correspondingly,
researches on this field are still in the early phase with no feedback so that MPEG-4
committee can hardly improve the capability of BIFS. Figure 4-1c and Figure 4-1d
demonstrate the underlying structure and final content, where BIFS is involved. The
appearance of scene graph (retrieved from BIFS decoder) as an intermediate layer
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between the target content and media data (audio, video, image) ensures the flexibility
in composing multimedia scene.
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Figure 4-1: Different scenarios for video applications supported by the MPEG-4.
The research in this chapter targets at two objectives: exploring and improving the
ability of composing multimedia content supported by MPEG-4. Toward these goals, I
firstly introduce the powerful feature of MPEG-4 in composing a multimedia content
with the assistant of BIFS. Several samples of multimedia contents at different
complexity were made serving this purpose. The full capability of editing complex
multimedia content with BIFS is made more persuasive through a compatible
comparison between Flash technology ─ a well-known tool for developing Web
multimedia content ─ and BIFS. Last but not least, the research focuses on a possible
improvement of BIFS features. Problems emerging during the creation of multimedia
games ─ fully interactive scenarios ─ with the current BIFS structure are
comprehended. New type of BIFS node is proposed as a solution to overcome the
shortcoming.
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4.1.1 Functionalities of BIFS
MPEG-4 addresses the coding of audio-visual objects of various types: natural video
and audio objects as well as textures, text, 2D and 3D graphics, also synthetic music and
sound effects. In order to reconstruct this rich multimedia content at client’s terminal, it
is not sufficient to transmit only the compressed audio-visual data to that terminal.
Additional information is needed for enriched applications in order to combine media
data at the terminal, to construct and to present to end-users a meaningful multimedia
scene. The emergence of BIFS is dedicated to take over this role. This new type of
information is a part of system information, acting as an intermediate layer between
media data (audio, still image, video) and the final built-up content. BIFS enables the
construction of the scene graph where the nodes of the graph are media objects (Figure
4-1c). Thus, it provides a flexible way to manipulate various types of media in an
MPEG-4 scene, such as scheduling, coordinating in temporal and / or spatial domain,
synchronization, processing interactivity, and so on. Figure 4-2 presents the role of
BIFS, when an MPEG-4 content is built up at client-side.
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BIFS data
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Figure 4-2: The role of BIFS in construction of the final multimedia content.
MPEG-4 player no longer retrieves directly compressed audio / video data from
transmission channel. Instead BIFS information is decoded first. Via the so-called BIFS
nodes appearing in the BIFS data level (Figure 4-2), decoder accesses the associated
audio visual data as well as other (new) supplementary data defined in MPEG-4. The
presentation of the underlying data in the Multimedia scene level therefore can be
flexibly controlled through the properties of BIFS nodes. With respect to the complexity
of the scene graph, which is proportional to the number of the various types of BIFS
nodes supported by certain terminal, profiles and their targeted applications are
specified in MPEG-4 (see [42]). This mechanism allows easy and structured
implementations of compliant decoders as well as authoring tools for composing
multimedia content, which satisfies predefined demands.
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4.1.2 Elementary structure of BIFS
Syntactically, the MPEG-4 BIFS is largely based on Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML) [35], [40], [41]. It adopts all the 3D nodes from VRML, and at the
same time proposes several new 2D as well as 3D nodes. BIFS can be considered as a
binary encoded version of an extended subset of VRML, which can represent roughly
the same scene as with VRML in a much more efficient way at the cost of computerreadable-only composition: binary representation of a multimedia scene. Similar to
VRML, BIFS describes a scene with a hierarchical structure that can be represented as a
graph (Figure 4-1c). Nodes of the graph build up various types of objects, such as audio
video, image, graphic, text, etc. The structure is not necessarily static; nodes may be
added, deleted or modified. The nodes themselves expose a set of parameters through
which aspects of their appearance and behavior can be controlled.
To illustrate the node-oriented operating mode of player, I analyze a simple scene
with one audio and one video data (this is compatible with conventional movie
application as in Figure 4-1b). Instead of taking data directly from a bitstream (Figure
4-1a), sending them to proper decoders and rendering the decoded data to displaying
devices (speakers, monitor) in a synchronized manner, the BIFS information must be
retrieved from the same multiplexed stream, decoded by a BIFS decoder (BIFS decoder
block in Figure 4-1c). The resulting output is likely as in Figure 4-3a. Concerning the
audio data, there is Audio2D node, which contains AudioClip node. The url attribute of
the latter node addresses the actual audio data from the multiplexed stream, which will
be sent to the audio decoder. The situation is more complicated in the case of video
data. A Shape node consists of Apprearance and Bitmap node. The Appearance
node has a MovieTexture node as one of its children. In the last node, there is also the
url attribute for addressing the underlying video data for decoding. It can be seen that,
the media data (audio / video data) are retrieved and processed indirectly through
several media nodes (AudioClip and MovieTexture). These nodes together with other
nodes in the graph build up the logical structure of the multimedia content. Thanks to
this mechanism, scene-designer can freely define various multimedia scenes ─ without
modifying the underlying media data layer ─ only by rearranging the scene graph.
Another advantage of BIFS information is that, each node has its own state, identified
by the values of its attributes. By setting these values, scene-designers now have a tool
to force the scene reconstruction at clients’ terminals to adhere to their intention. In the
above example, setting Intensity of Audio2D to 0.5 reduces a half of the audio volume,
regardless whether viewer increases or decreases the volume by using control-panel of
the player (player can be a set-top-box, a mobile phone or a software application in a
multimedia computer). In other word, in parallel with limited number of “external”
controlling options offered by the player (volume, brightness, start / stop playing,…),
there exists “internal” commands transmitted together with conventional media data in
the form of BIFS nodes to manipulate the final multimedia content.
More complicated scenario ─ interactive multimedia content ─ is also supported by
MPEG-4, where BIFS nodes can be added or removed from the scene graph on demand.
Certain types of nodes ─ sensors ─ can interact with users and generate appropriate
triggers, which are transmitted to other nodes by routing mechanism, causing changes in
state of these receiving nodes. The effect results adaptive behaviors of the multimedia
scene upon users’ requests. TimeSensor is an example of such a sensor node. Figure
4-3b shows one way of configuring this node. When a duration specified in
cycleInterval expires since startTime, TimeSensor node will set the current time into
its cycleTime, i.e. generates an event. Through the routing mechanism, this value is
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transmitted to stopTime of AudioClip. As a result, the audio is switched off when this
event happens. The maximum flexibility in programmable behavior of MPEG-4 scene
exposes through the operation of Script node. The layout of Script node is illustrated in
Figure 4-3b. By routing to Event In i of Script node, the associated function with the
same name Event In i(), which is specified in url attribute of Script node, will be
triggered. The behavior of this function is user-defined, i.e. scene-designer can freely
process some computations, then sets the values for every Event Out j, which
consecutively affects the states of other nodes linked to them. Direct manipulation of
nodes’ states is also available: the Field l attribute can refer to any node in the scene (in
Figure 4-3b, Field 1 links to AudioClip); through this link, all attributes of the
contacting node will be exposed to direct setting and modifying operators within the
Script node. The syntax of the language used to implement the function of Script node
is ECMA [45].

(a) Synopsis of simple BIFS
information for audio / video
content.

(b) Dynamic scene graph with routing mechanism.

Figure 4-3: Hierarchical graph for a scene in MPEG-4 framework.
In order to fully describe a multimedia content, hundreds of BIFS nodes are
standardized in MPEG-4. They are used to capture a large scale of scene from the
simplest content with one audio and one video up to a sophisticated 3D content,
consisting of various types of natural as well as graphic components. With the addition
of routing mechanism and programmability of Script node, MPEG-4 not only exhibits
an efficient media data compression technology, but also claims a real power of
computing tool. Now MPEG-4 can be considered as the convergence of data
compression technique and general programming language. Once when the BIFS
feature ─ the center element of the convergence ─ is studied and exploited
appropriately, promising future can be expected from MPEG-4.
In the next section, I am going to introduce an extension to the resource of BIFS
nodes. To avoid any confusion in discussion, I shortly summarize the fundamental
structure of BIFS nodes in the rest of this section.
BIFS nodes ─ the building elements of MPEG-4 content ─ are constructed from
several fields. These fields can be either inputs for setting properties of the given node;
or outputs to proceed the interactions / routing between nodes in the scene. Field can
take one or more values. The terms Multiple Field (MF) and Single Field (SF) are used
to distinguish between the two types. Figure 4-4 denotes the relation between fields by
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means of Unified Modeling Language UML ─ the latest modeling technique for
software architecture [53].

Figure 4-4: UML model of fields, fundamentals of BIFS nodes.
As seen from Figure 4-4, the inherited link marked with arrow line presents two
types of field, namely MFField and SFField. They refer to MF and SF types
respectively. The aggregation links (drawn as a line with a diamond at the starting end)
from MFField and SFField imply that these fields can take more or only one BIFSData
as their values. BIFSData represents basic data types that build up the whole BIFS data.
Figure 4-5 shows the class structure of these data types.

Figure 4-5: Class structure of basic data types of BIFS.
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Among all types of data, SFNode is the most important type: it is the parent class of
all other BIFS nodes required for internal presentation of a multimedia scene. MPEG-4
defines a binary encoding method for all BIFS nodes and their properties. The resulting
data are packed into the so-called BIFS command structure. There are several BIFS
commands such as SceneReplaceCommand, InsertionCommand, so on. After decoded
by decoder, these commands instruct the decoder what operations (initializing, inserting
or removing BIFS nodes) should be applied to the BIFS nodes which are packed in the
commands.

4.2 Evaluation on the interactivity feature of MPEG-4
based multimedia contents
4.2.1 Authoring tool for creating multimedia content with MPEG-4
Although BIFS information now makes interactive video possible, but such results are
hardly found in the current applications of MPEG-4, which mainly focus on the superior
compression of the standard for audio / video material. The delay in the introduction of
BIFS in MPEG-4-based application is due to the following factors:

• The introduction of the BIFS layer on the top of media data, such as audio, video,
image, etc. (Figure 4-1c) is still not familiar to tradition create movie content.
• The BIFS nodes ─ elementary components of BIFS layer ─ create a low level of
scene-description for the high flexibility and reusability. As a result, a scene graph of
even a simple scenario can contain numerous BIFS nodes with a lot of associated
properties (Figure 4-3a). It requires a deep understanding of the BIFS structure,
programming skill, which is not necessary close to the profession scene-designers /
service providers.
Therefore without high level of authoring tool, not only service providers but also
researchers hardly manipulate BIFS nodes in an efficient manner. Consequently, as a
foremost thing to deal with BIFS, I developed a high level of authoring tool to ease the
comprehension on exploiting the features of BIFS nodes.
My Interactive Content Creator Tool (ICCT) is used to generate and integrate BIFS
information for an enhanced video application. The output of ICCT is an MPEG-4
formatted file, which can be played with BIFS enabling player or used as a target of
broadcasting. The tool serves as a solution for the aforementioned problem regarding to
the implementation of BIFS. With two operating modes: parametric and programmatic,
ICCT proves to be a useful tool for both novice and experienced scene-designer. It also
offers a testing environment for me to exploring advantages as well as some
shortcomings of BIFS information.

4.2.1.1 Parametric operating mode
This mode of operation is dedicated for scene-designers without any knowledge of the
underlying BIFS node. Hence, the term “parametric” means with purely adding / setting
operations; the scene-designer can create a customized multimedia content. There are
two main functional units: the Import media data and the Scene composition unit
(Figure 4-6). Designer uses the former one to insert all necessary compressed media
data (compliant to the MPEG-4 standard) to ICCT. These media data (they are the
collection of tracks in Figure 4-8a) create valid resources, which may be addressed by
BIFS nodes in the scene. The Scene composition unit ─ generating and encoding BIFS
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information ─ is again separated into two layers: the Graphic Interface layer and the
Scene Node layer, which respectively correspond to interactions with author and to
mapping multimedia scene into MPEG-4 scene graph nodes. In the upper layer, higher
abstraction level of objects can be found, which are uniquely corresponding to auditory
/ visible events in the scene, such as a Video clip, an Audio clip, a Background image, a
logo Graphic,…. In the lower Scene Node layer, these objects will be actually mapping
to a hierarchical structure of several BIFS nodes and encoded accordingly to generate
BIFS information.

Figure 4-6: The two-layered structure of the authoring tool in parametric mode.
Figure 4-7 denotes a mapping result of a simple scene with one audio and one video
(Simple 2D profile). The scene contains one parent node OrderedGroup. In this simple
case, its MF children field consists of two other nodes: Sound2D and Shape, which
represent the audio and video components of the scene. Any audio or video component
of a scene is mapped to a predefined combination of BIFS nodes in the Scene Node
layer. For instance, the audio component is represented with the previous Sound2D
node and AudioClip node as the source parameter of the Sound2D node. These two
nodes are satisfactory for adjusting properties audio components via setting appropriate
values to their parameters. For example, the volume of the sound is controlled through
the intensity of Sound2D node; while the start time of the sound is dictated by the
startTime of AudioClip node. Such predefined mapping methods make the structure of
BIFS nodes transparent to designer, therefore he / she now can concentrate only on the
temporal / spatial behaviors of the objects in order to construct a multimedia scene
(Figure 4-8b). The last step of authoring process is multiplexing all kind of data into a
universal stream: the elementary stream created from the imported media data and BIFS
nodes are mixed into an MPEG-4 formatted file for later playback, storing or
broadcasting.
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Figure 4-7: Mapping results of a simple scene having one audio and one video.

(a) Import media data

(b) Setting temporal / spatial properties of audiovisual objects

Figure 4-8: The control panel of the ICCT in the parametric mode.
The two-layer model of scene composition (Figure 4-6) is proposed as a core
structure for any high abstraction MPEG-4 authoring tools. The structure exempts
scene-designers from dealing with complex BIFS nodes, offering them the familiar
user-friendly auditory-visual objects to construct multimedia scene.

4.2.1.2 Programmatic operating mode
For experienced scene-designers, who are familiar with BIFS nodes and can work
directly with Scene Node layer, the previous mode of ICCT may restrict them to limited
ways of mapping objects in the scene to BIFS nodes. Instead, an emphasis must be put
on the binary encoding of BIFS nodes and on multiplexing BIFS information with other
media data into a MPEG-4 formatted file. The programmatic mode of the ICCT serves
experienced scene-designer in this way. Figure 4-9 shows the functional blocks of ICCT
in this mode. The Import Media Data unit remains the same as in parametric operating
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mode. The Scene Composition unit now plays a function of script compiler: its input is a
script-based description of BIFS nodes, its output is the encoded BIFS information. The
syntax of script and its parser / encoder are employed from the BIFS encoder software
of the MPEG-4 Working Group [35]. This mode maximizes the possible ways to
produce various types of scenes. Together with the support of Script BIFS node in [35],
ICCT offers designer a programmatic way of describing multimedia scene, which
makes the interactivity available in multimedia scene. In the current version of ICCT,
programmatic mode does not support the visualization of temporal / spatial nodes
appeared in scripts. The scene temporal and spatial preview as in Figure 4-8b is
accessible only in parametric mode.

Figure 4-9: Structure of ICCT in the programmatic mode.
It is important to note that the programmatic mode of ICCT is an assistant for the
high abstraction design in Section 4.2.1.1. When the model of the parametric mode is
fully implemented (which is not in the scope of the dissertation work), the role of the
programmatic mode is no longer important, because even a complex multimedia scene
can be created easily and conveniently with user-friendly interface supported in
parametric mode.

4.2.2 Various interactive scenarios of multimedia content achieved
with MPEG-4
With the high abstract level of authoring tool such as ICCT, capability of MPEG-4
BIFS can be easily explored. Regarding the complexity of the integrated interactivity in
a multimedia scene, I classified the resulting applications into three groups: enhanced
low bitrate video applications, simple interactive videos and full interactive
applications. Studying the creation of these groups with ICCT addresses two targets.
First it explores the new possibility offered by BIFS, which is important for
categorizing and evaluating the feature of MPEG-4 BIFS against services of the other
member in the MPEG family. Second it emphasizes the important role of such abstract
tool as ICCT for efficiently editing multimedia content with MPEG-4: the creation
process solely contains intuitive steps for building up a complex scenario.

4.2.2.1 Enhanced low bit-rate video applications
A typical application in this group consists of one video, one audio and a subtitle
positioned at the bottom of the scene as in Figure 4-10. To generate this application
with abstract authoring tool, scene-designer deals with objects, which correspond to
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three components of the scene: audio, video and subtitles. They are Audio Clip, Video
Clip and Text objects respectively in the left layer in Figure 4-11. By manipulating the
properties of these objects ─ services provided by the “invisible” BIFS data in the
middle layer ─ scene designer can refer to the media data in the right layer. He / she can
also make some simple spatial-temporal settings for the objects, such as defining the
time and the position for a certain subtitle to be visible, muting music at a point of time,
etc. All the simple features in this group are covered with the parametric operating
mode of the ICCT. It can be seen that the objects in the left layer (Figure 4-11) are
much less and more “meaningful” than those in the middle layer. The latter representing
the BIFS structure is transparent to scene-designer thanks to the predefined-mapping
functions of abstract authoring tool.

Figure 4-10: Enhanced video application with video, audio and subtitle.

Figure 4-11: Structure of creating an enhanced video application.
The resulting MPEG-4 file has several advantages against the same application
produced with MPEG-2 (DVD application). Firstly, it has better quality of audio and
video at a lower bit-rate (smaller size of file) thanks to a better compression of media
data offered by MPEG-4. Secondly, with the implementation of BIFS node, subtitle
information can be carried out in a standard but flexible way: the position of text, font
style of text can be modified easily. Another important feature, which is not supported
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in MPEG-2, is that several Video clips (possibly Audio clips) can be defined in a scene
for parallel playback of several video streams (audio streams). It is the case of video
broadcasting with sign language aid for deaf viewers (Figure 4-1d).

4.2.2.2 Simple interactive video application
Applications in this group and in the following group demonstrate the interactive
features, which are currently not available with any video encoding standard, but
MPEG-4. A video application with simple interactive scenario is firstly illustrated in
this section.
An example of a simple interactive application is shown in Figure 4-12, in which
user can browse along a series of images, one by one with the aid of forward / backward
“button”. The term “button” in a video clip is a new concept and is supported
exclusively in video compression with MPEG-4 BIFS. It means an active surface in the
scene, which can be animated to simulate the “clicking”, “releasing” action with the
pointing device (cursor or keyboard) supported by client-terminal. Then some related
functions will be activated. To facilitate the new behaviors of video application, MPEG4 BIFS supports some sensor-like nodes. Their states will be changed upon triggers
from viewers (in the current application, the trigger is clicking action on forward /
backward button) or from other BIFS node. By the mechanism of routing, trigger can be
transmitted through all other nodes of the scene, generating a global reaction. The
essential requirement of such applications is that every node in the hierarchy tree can be
connected to one another; some disguised BIFS nodes ─ having no spatial / temporal
location, serving as a trigger transmitter only ─ can be created and manipulated. As a
result, the programmatic mode of ICCT proves to be a more powerful tool against
parametric one.

“Buttons”
in movie

Figure 4-12: Powerpoint-like presentation using MPEG-4 BIFS.
The process of creating this type of application with ICCT can be translated into
three layers as in Figure 4-13: Scene Objects, Scene Node and Media Data. Actually the
ICCT deals with the last two layers in programmatic mode. The first layer ─ Scene
Objects ─ shows a possible grouping method based on logical meaning of components
in the scene (therefore having higher abstraction). They should be automatically
supported in future authoring tool to ease the work of scene-designer. The presence of
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the leftmost layer containing objects at higher level drastically reduces the complexity
of the data that must be handled by scene-designer (Figure 4-13).

Figure 4-13: Structure of creating the Powerpoint-like presentation as in Figure 4-12.
The “clickable” graphic object ─ button-like interface object in a multimedia scene ─
represents the simple interactivity supported by this group. The functionality of the
forward / backward button in Figure 4-12 can be extended to any possible interaction of
the user with the scene, which is only limited by the imagination of the application
designer. Such interactivities can be selecting a language for current video clip, toggling
on / off subtitle, starting a certain short explaining video for a current view,…These
simple applications of this group open a revolutionary aspect for video application in a
general purposes: video applications become more intelligent, they support interaction
with users in their structure, i.e. conditional behaviors of video clip are encoded within
the bit-stream in the same manner as a download program in computer domain. It
shortens the gap between computing and video broadcasting technology, which is a
tendency in the multimedia era nowadays.

4.2.2.3 Full interactive application
If applications in the previous group are in the half way between video broadcasting and
computing technology, applications in this group is the complete merging of video
application and computer technique. The video application in Figure 4-14 demonstrates
this convergence. In fact, it is a Memory game, which is already familiar to computer
user. The target of the game is to find all the matching pairs of image-cards, which are
shown with their faces down. By two consecutive selects viewer / player can turn them
over. If the exposed images are the same, they will be removed. Otherwise the imagecards will be covered again and viewer / player shall remember their position for other
try. Obviously, this simple game can be programmed with any computer language, such
as Java, C++. I show that it can also be done with MPEG-4 BIFS, a feature of video
compression technology. The difference here is that the game is not an executable
program but an MPEG-4 BIFS enabling file ─ the latest file-type of movie container.
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To exploit the movie nature of the game, the back sides of image-cards are parts of a
movie clip for some advertisements; When all pairs of images are found and removed,
the game becomes a conventional movie file: the main movie clip will be played. The
structure of this application created by ICCT in programmatic mode is shown in Figure
4-15.

Figure 4-14: Memory game with MPEG-4 BIFS.

Figure 4-15: Structure of creating the Memory game as in Figure 4-14.
The objects in the leftmost layer in Figure 4-15 are supposed to be supported in a
high abstraction level authoring tool. Due to the computation oriented of the multimedia
scene (evaluating the choice of users, registering the score, checking whether user wins
the games,…), the role of the Script object, where one can specify the rules, logical
criteria,… to control the cooperation of the whole scene, is indispensable. The presence
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of the fourth generation programming language may be involved in authoring tools to
alleviate the scripting operations, which are closer to programmers than scene-designer.
In any case, the objects in the high abstraction levels exempt scene-designers from
dealing with low data structure of BIFS in the middle layer (Figure 4-15).
The presented Memory game is just an example to demonstrate a new feature of the
MPEG-4 standard: the computing power, which is implemented by means of routing
and programming Script nodes. Originally, BIFS provides a tool for flexibly composing
and manipulating a scene for movie application. But the targeted scene can be such a
rich multimedia content with complex interactivity that one can hardly separate from a
computer program. The separate role between passive media data files, basically
including all audio video material, and active programs, used as a tool for users
manipulate data, is already merged into one entity with the MPEG-4 standard. Viewers
of such advanced multimedia content actually become users / players who can closely
manipulating the data served by enhanced “movies”.

4.2.3 Compatibility of BIFS and Flash technology
Macromedia Inc. is a well-known software company, which develops about 20 products
for building Web applications. Among them, the tool that interests me is Macromedia
Flash MX, which is currently used to make a lot of online games [51], i.e. the
interactive multimedia contents. Macromedia Flash MX actually is an authoring tool,
which exploits external compressing methods of media data and uses its private format
to encode the multimedia scene description. Its storage / transmission form is a
proprietary binary format called Swiff (.swf). Though propriety, the specification of
Swiff and its software developer’s kit (SDK) are public at the Web site of Macromedia
Inc.[52]. It can be seen from SDK that the file is structured into high- and low level
manager. Classes in the former level are closer to logical objects built directly above the
SDK (objects in an authoring tool), while those in the latter straightly expose the
physical structure in Swiff file.
A clear correspondence between classes in the high level manager and BIFS nodes of
MPEG-4 can be found as in Table 4-1. It is a persuasive proof to assume that Flashbased games can also be implemented with MPEG-4 BIFS. In other words, the new
capability of MPEG-4, namely create an interactive multimedia content, can be
considered as a complete feature for a large range of multi purposed applications
supported by Flash technology. Furthermore if these applications are implemented with
MPEG-4 BIFS instead of Flash, numerous advantages offered by MPEG-4 can be
deduced thanks to the original nature of MPEG-4, an international standard for
broadcasting compressed video. I emphasize the following main advantages of MPEG-4
against Flash:

• MPEG-4 is a native audio-video compression. It claims an efficient storage and
transmission these media data. It is possible to make the synchronization for several
media on a per frame basis.
• MPEG-4 in general provides hooks for digital right management, which may be
useful for doing business with game-application.
• Not restricted to Internet Protocol network (the Web), MPEG-4 content can be
routed in an MPEG-2 transport stream, which is designed for transmission over various
scenarios of media channels.
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It is also worth facing some obstacles one shall meet currently while developing
game-applications or other multimedia contents with MPEG-4 BIFS. They can be
summarized as followings:

• There are almost a few authoring tools for MPEG-4 BIFS. The authoring tools
often require scene-designer a deep knowledge of BIFS structures.
• The integration between BIFS node layer and Web browser does not exist
explicitly as in Flash and VRML. The current possible solution is going through a heavy
layer of J-MPEG stream (Java enabled MPEG-4).
• MPEG-4 player supporting 3D scene is still under development. The full
advantage of MPEG-4 is only available in the near future.
Classes in high level manager of
Swiff file

MPEG-4 BIFS structure

HFMovie

SFTopNode: Group, Layer2D,…

HFFrame

Temporal BIFS commands construct scene at a
time.

-HFObject

SFWorldNode: general collection of nodes.

-HFSound

SFAudioNode: AudioBuffer, Sound2D,…

-HFButton

SFGeometryNode
SensorNode

-HFShape

SFGeometryNode: Circle, Rectangle,…

(Circle,

Rectangle,…)+

●HFRectangle

Rectangle

●HBBitmap

SFTexture: ImageTexture, MovieTexture,…

●HFCircle

Circle

●HFPolygon

IndexedFaceSet, IndexLineSet, …

●HFOval

IndexedFaceSet, PointSet,…

●HFFont

FonStyle

●HFText

Text

●HFEditText

Text

-HFAction

Script

Table 4-1: Compatibility between MPEG-4 BIFS and high level manager classes which
build up Flash application.

4.3 New solution for temporal constraints in multimedia
contents
Semantically, BIFS layer does not support to store the state of a complex multimedia
scene, such as game-application, for later use. The state can be “static” for its whole
playing time or “persistent” for any replaying time. Because of the movie nature, player
can use the external controller to scroll backward or forward. Without “static” variables,
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chronological events of the game may be violated. With “persistent” variables, for
instance, high score of game can be stored for the next playing.

4.3.1 Symptom
There exist synchronizing access units in MPEG-4 media streams to facilitate the
random access for movie nature of MPEG-4 application. In BIFS-command stream,
such access unit shall contain SceneReplace command. The purpose of this command is
to construct an initial scene which contains all the necessary BIFS nodes. The state of
the scene at any time is then determined by the state of each BIFS node at that time and
interactive between nodes as well as between nodes and users. For simple profile of
MPEG-4 such as Simple 2D having no interactivity, one SceneReplace command is
enough to ensure the random access of the scene. It is because all nodes in the scene are
static, only the media data connected to some nodes are changed by time. The
synchronization for these media data are already ensured for the time stamp of every
access unit of that media data. For other scenarios of multimedia contents, several
SceneReplace commands are necessary. The behavior of each SceneReplace may have
causative dependence on the previous command, which is not prepared by MPEG-4 in
BIFS node level. I can point out several such situations as followings:

• In game scenario: with one SceneReplace command, I create a mask covering
the underlying movie clip. Viewer must interact / play with the scene constructed by
this command. If he /she achieves certain target, i.e. wins the game, the mask will be
removed and viewer can enjoy the movie. During watching them movie, he /she cannot
scroll backward / forward the movie because the aforementioned SceneReplace
command will be recalled. As a result, he / she has to win the game again and then the
movie starts from the beginning.
• In other complex interactive scenarios: there may exist several connected
SceneReplace commands. In the first one, some important information must be inserted
(secret password, user identification, bookmark,…). After that, user can freely browse
among the later SceneReplace commands without repeatedly specifying the private data.
• Back to the example of game application. One can image such a complicated,
time-consuming game based on MPEG-4 BIFS. Player can save the scene with current
state for continuing at a later time. This feature is also useful for making bookmark in
an encyclopedia application, or extension of a dictionary application. These all
application in theory can be made by deploying MPEG-4 BIFS.

4.3.2 Reason of limitations
The aforementioned problems are due to the lack of data exchange between random
access units of BIFS-command stream: SceneReplace commands. The complexity of
multimedia content supported by MPEG-4 necessitates this requirement. In the first two
and the last examples mentioned above, the introduction of static and persistent states
respectively can solve the limitation. The term static means the associated states
remains unchanged throughout SceneReplace commands, while the term persistent
expresses the storability of some conditions.

4.3.3 Solution
I propose the following two solutions for implementation of the static and persistent
states throughout SceneReplace commands
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4.3.3.1 Extension in ECMA script
I propose the definition of static and persistent variables in the scope of ECMA script
while editing the script in Script node. Their syntaxes are the followings:
static var VariableType VariableName;
persistent var VariableType VariableName;

At the decoder-side, while parsing such syntaxes, decoder should react properly:
static variables will be kept for possible use in later time, while persistent states can be
recorded. In case of storage in the form of MPEG-4 file format [34], I proposed to store
the persistent variable in the syntax structure of user data atoms defined in MPEG-4
format file. Currently only one type of data ─ copyright information ─ can be found in
this atom. Therefore it can be expanded with a new atom, which is inherited from
FullAtom structure and marked with prsd (PeRSistent Data). The content of the user
data atom then can be described in the syntax of C programming language as the
following:

aligned(8) class UserDataAtom extends Atom(‘udta’) {
aligned(8) class CopyrightAtom
extends FullAtom(‘cprt’, version = 0, 0) {
const bit(1) pad = 0;
unsigned int(5)[3] language;
string
notice;
}
aligned(8) class PersistentData
extends FullAtom(‘prsd’, version = 0, 0) {
string
DataPairs;
}
}
DataPairs consists of all pairs of persistent states and their values. Symbol “=” and
“;” are used as a delimiters for separating the states from their values as well as between
pairs of state and value. I refer readers to reference [34] for detail description of general
atom syntax used in MPEG-4 file format.

4.3.3.2 Extension in BIFS node
Instead of changing the behavior of translating ECMA script in Script node as above,
the introduction of new BIFS node can be an alternative solution for solving static and
persistent state. I propose the definition of new node: Cookie. Using the convention of
BIFS node descriptions in [34], the semantic of this new node can be specified as
following:

Cookie{
ExposedField MFBool Persistent []
ExposedField MFString Name []
ExposedField MFString Value []
}
Three fields of Cookie node are MFs and settable (they are exposed fields). All
states and their corresponding values should be set to field Name and Value in the
same order. The boolean value in the Persistent field specifies whether the state at the
same position in file Name and Value is persistent or static.
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4.4 Conclusion
MPEG-4 is the first standard, which enables the scene-related information transmitted
together with video / audio data. Its specifications show a convention between
compressing methods for media data and programming languages for manipulating
them. However, the programmable feature seem to be left aside in recent MPEG-4
implementations and applications, mainly focused on video / audio compression issues.
My research here tends to reveal this unexploited feature of MPEG-4. A deep study
was made on the BIFS information, the key-technique making the composition of a
multimedia scene available. I show that with a high abstraction level of authoring tool,
BIFS information can be more readable and easy to handle. Some objects of high
abstraction level are structured from various enhanced scenarios of MPEG-4 enabled
multimedia content. They make the complicated BIFS configuration transparent to scendesigner. The new capability of BIFS is also studied through a series of multimedia
scenes generated with various requirements of interactivity. Classification and
comparison made on these samples give a deep look into the new realm of MPEG-4:
creation of interactive content. Several multimedia games are made with MPEG-4 BIFS
“language”. Compatibility between MPEG-4 BIFS and Flash technology, a platform
widely used for creating interactive content on the Internet is outlined. All serve to
prove a completion of generating complex multimedia content with MPEG-4. I focus on
the usage of MPEG-4 BIFS in creating multimedia game. The combination of
compressing method and programming language in MPEG-4 makes it become a
considerate applicant for creating platform independent multimedia games. Some
shortcomings of deploying MPEG-4 in building up a complex content, namely temporal
constraints are also comprehended. The introduction of static and persistent state ─ one
solution to the aforementioned problem ─ are discussed. Their implementations into the
current structure of BIFS are also described.
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Chapter 5

Summary
5.1 Summary and discussion
The recent explosion of multimedia and its related issues has posed numerous new
challenges to researchers and developers. Among them, 3D presentation and advanced
video codec ─ the latest and the most promising issues ─ were addressed in my
dissertation.
Together with a rapid improvement in hardware manufacture, the reconstruction of a
multimedia scene in 3D fashion ─ the most natural view ─ seems to be possible.
However, at the moment, it does not mean that all constraints occurring in the transfer
between 2D to 3D presentation are completely lifted off. Cost for storing 3D data and
the hardware-complexity to display them at client-terminals are still crucial problems
for the success of applying 3D presentation. Solution for both of the two questions can
be found in the 3D presentation based on SIRDS. It is the motivation to put SIRDS
algorithm as one of the main targets of the dissertation. A comprehensive review of the
algorithm is made. The algorithm is improved with a new technique for HSR. The scope
of SIRDS is also extended: motion SIRDS is systematically studied, problems for
generating such motion SIRDS are addresses, solutions to overcome them are also
proposed. By deriving the universal formula of calculating SIRDS as well as the
computation of SIRDS in the normal viewing situation of viewer, the visibility of an
autostereogram ─ the only one shortcoming of the algorithm ─ is studied in depth. Such
horizontal and vertical studies create a better understandings and knowledge on SIRDS,
which are important for exploiting the simplicity but efficiency of the algorithm in
stand-alone applications as well as in integrated solutions for complex 3D presentation
of multimedia scene.
Enhanced compression of video ─ an important but costly component of multimedia
content ─ is addressed as another objective of the dissertation. The enhancement
method here is an extension of compression based on video objects with arbitrary shape,
which is first taken into consideration in MPEG-4 standard. Treating video data as
independent objects not only exploits the specific characteristics of each video object
for better compression but also enables the flexibility in manipulating a multimedia
scene with numerous objects of all types. A new scheme for encoding / decoding such
video objects is proposed in the dissertation. On one hand, the scheme is a close chain
of codec: starting from normal frame-based video data, it extracts video objects in a
pseudo automatic fashion; the object is then ensured to transmitted and reconstructed at
client-terminal as an independent entity, ready for viewing or further composition of the
parent scene. The key technique of the scheme is the integration of 2D mesh animation
and motion compensation. Polynomials based and wavelet based encoding method for
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residual errors are evaluated as separate tools for diverse requirement of applications.
The generality of the scheme is further improved by drafting functional elements in the
chain of VO codec. Implementation of each element is independent from the others,
therefore alternative techniques are applicable for better adaptation to the successive
change of environment and application. The dissertation also explains a discrete
solution for each functional element. They are tended to prove the feasibility as well as
samples / guide for the implementation of the scheme.
The latest feature of multimedia issue ─ the composition ability of multimedia scene
─ is also addressed in the dissertation. Capability of MPEG-4 BIFS is exploited to
create various types of interactive multimedia scene. The fully supported interactivity of
BIFS is proved through the comparison with Flash technology, an already mature
technology for multimedia on the Web. The lack of BIFS and several solutions are also
discussed. The purpose is to improve features of MPEG-4 BIFS, ensuring MPEG-4 to
be an open standard with full power of compression and manipulation for multimedia
components.

5.2 Future researches
The results of the dissertation open several promising directions for future research.
They include:
Two and a half dimensional view of multimedia scene: SIRDS constraints can be
exploited to register the 3D data in a 2D form. The reconstruction of such compact
storage or transmission does not reproduce the exact distribution of object in the 3D
coordinate, but the order in depth direction, the relative arrangement in 3D coordination
can be recovered with very low cost.
Other element phases in IMVO codec can be further improved. The conception is to
propose a collection of tools for each black-box in the chain of IMVO scheme. These
tools create a scalable solution for a certain purpose and also cover a wide range of
application. The usability and flexibility of the scheme are then ensured.
Temporal constraints shall be registered to MPEG meeting. Solution with cookie
node should be published to MPEG organization to get some feedback as well as to
prepare for further improvement so that it can be standardized in MPEG-4 BIFS.
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Appendices
A Viewing an autostereograms
In order to assist readers, who are not familiar with viewing pictures generated by
SIRDS, I summarize here some hints for successfully perceive the depth information
from an autostereogram. A very good description can be found in [3].
The challenge of successful viewing any autostereogram is that viewer must
decouple the eyes’ convergence and focusing. Since this is never done in normal
circumstances (except perhaps when tired) it may be difficult to achieve a successful 3D
effect initially. The trick is to converge the eyes at a distance well beyond the IP, on
which the dots lie, yet focus them on the dots themselves. Working in bright light can
help, as contraction of the iris causes the depth of field of the eyes to increase, and they
rely less on focusing.
Altering the eyes’ convergence is not easy, and the two circle marks I drawn near the
bottom of any autostereogram shown in the dissertation can be used for assistance.
Blinking (or covering) the eyes alternatively, the marks can be make to produce four
images, two with the right eye and two with the left. Now deconverge your vision so
that all four images can be seen with both eyes open. The aim is to move the two pairs
of images closer together until the inner two coincide and only three distinct marks are
seen. The center mark is binocular while the outer two are seen monocularly, with only
one eye for each of the outer. Fixate on the center one to stabilize the image, and then
carefully allow your gaze to wander around the whole picture. Placing the convergence
marks in the center of the picture instead of near the bottom can make for easier viewing
but usually spoils the picture.
When viewing the autostereogram, one should strive to converge his eyes on the far
plane. Copying the autostereogram onto a transparency greatly aids viewing. Mark an X
on a plain sheet of paper and hold the transparency about halfway between eyes and the
paper. View the paper through the transparency and converge the eyes on the X.
Carefully allow your gaze to wander across the whole picture. Once you have some
experience, you can dispense with transparency and work directly from the printed
image.
Figure 5-1 is a random dot stereogram of a large annulus, which is floating above the
middle of the picture as shown in Figure 5-2. Do not be content with an inferior 3D
effect. If you become dimly aware of some circularity in the dot pattern, along with
some tenuous 3D effects, this is certainly not the full illusion. When viewed properly,
the annulus should leap out of the plane at you, and the effect should be stable and
persist through sustained and detailed examination of each part of the image, both
foreground and background.
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Figure 5-1: An autostereogram showing an annulus floating above a surface.

Figure 5-2: The annulus which can be captured from Figure 5-1.
Stereopsis has hysteresis: once you have begun to fuse an image, it become clearer as
you look. Some interesting illusions discussed in section 2.4.1 can also be perceived. If
you see two interlocking rings instead, your eyes have converged incorrectly, twice as
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wide as they should be. Reexamine the convergence dots and strive to make the four
images into three. If you se the annulus behind the plane rather than in front of it, you
are viewing the stereogram with your eyes crossed, converging on a point in front of the
paper, instead of having them diverged. Try to converge them on a point behind the
paper. Some people are able to cross their eyes or diverge them at will; other can only
diverge them.
If you have real difficulty with viewing, photocopy two identical transparencies from
Figure 5-1, line them up carefully, and slide one horizontally over the other until the
annulus appears. Pushing apart horizontally these transparencies would ease the
detachment of focusing and converging points. Although you may at first capture the
3D picture without using the convergence marks, it is worth learning to use them
properly. It is found that for complex 3D scene especially for motion SIRDS, the
assistance of the convergence marks gives pleasing result.

B Larger autostereograms used in Section 2

Figure 5-3: Larger version of Figure 2-6a. Its depth-field is Figure 2-6b.
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Figure 5-4: Larger version of Figure 2-14.

Figure 5-5: Larger version of Figure 2-15.
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Figure 5-6: Full sized autostereogram of the one in Figure 2-16b. Its depth-field is
Figure 2-16a.
Figure 5-7 shows separate snapshots a moving autostereogram, which is generated
with cost based generation. The size of deployed window is 10x10 pixels. In order to
see the performance of the technique, the snapshots must be played successively to see
how noisy the broken CCs can be. In this method, PCs are preserved therefore the 3D
object can be seen separately for each frame.

(a) The first frame

(b) The second frame
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(c) The third frame
Figure 5-7: Full sized moving autostereogram. Its depth-field is Figure 2-31.

C BMV interpolation in IMVO scheme
The computation of the following two assistant quantities is necessary for deriving the
interpolation-formulas for computing the BMV in Section 3.4.4.2.

1. The length of a line, which is parallel to the two parallel side of a trapezoid and
limited by the other two side of that trapezoid
Figure 5-8 denotes a trapezoid MNCB, which has a line PQ parallel to its two parallel
sides MN and BC. The lengths of segments MN, PQ and BC are marked with a, b and c
respectively. The question is to point out the relation between the quantities a, b and c.
I expand the segments BM and CN to find their intersection A. The parallel property
of segments MN, PQ and BC leads to the similarity of triangle AMN and ABC as well as
triangle AMN and APQ. Consequently, I have the following equations:

 a AM
 b = AB

 a = AM
 c AP

(5.1)

Applying the property of equal ratios to equation (5.1), I obtain the following:

AM
AM
 a
 b − a = AB − AM = BM

AM
 a = AM
=
 c − a AP − AM PM

(5.2)

The division of the two equations in (5.2), side by side, leads to:

c − a PM
=
b − a BM
From equation (5.3), the length of segment PQ can be calculated as following:
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(5.3)

c=

PM
PB
⋅a +
⋅b
BM
BM

(5.4)

A

M

a

N
c

P

Q
b

B

C

Figure 5-8: Trapezoid and an internal parallel line.

2. The ratios occur when i.) An internal point of a triangle divides a line, which goes
through that point, starts from a vertex and stops at the opposite side of the triangle. ii.)
The intersection of the aforementioned line with the side of the triangle divides that side
of the triangle
Figure 5-9 shows an internal point D of a triangle ABC. The line AD cuts the side BC
of the triangle at the point M on its extended portion. The lengths of segments AD, DM,
BM and CM are marked as a, b, m and n respectively. The target is to represent these
amounts as functions of the 2D coordinates of the points A, B, C and D.
For the sake of brief, the term xP and yP are used to respectively represent the x and y
component in a 2D coordinate system of an arbitrary point P (the symbol P represents
the possible symbol A, B, C or D in the deduction). The point M in Figure 5-9 lies on
the lines AM and BC, therefore its coordinates satisfy the equations of these lines. That
is:

 xM
y
 M

 xM
 yM

− xD xD − x A
=
=A
− yD yD − y A
− xB xB − xC
=
=B
− y B y B − yC

(5.5)

where the symbols A and B represent the constant value of the right side in both
equations. From the equation system (5.5), yM can be analytically computed as
following:

yM =

xB − xD + A ⋅ xD − B ⋅ xB
A− B

(5.6)

By projecting the points A, B, C, D and M onto the y axis with perpendicular lines, I
have the following equations:
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MB
m
y − yB
=
= M
CB m + n yC − y B

(5.7)

AD
a
y − yD
=
= A
AM a + b y A − y M

Combining the equations (5.6) and (5.7) I have the following relations:
m
x ( y − y A ) + x A ( y B − y D ) + xD ( y A − y B )
= B D
m + n ( xC − xB )( y A − y D ) + ( x A − xD )( y B − yC )

a
x ( y − y B ) + xB ( y A − y D ) + xC ( y D − y A ) + xD ( y B − yC )
= A C
a+b
x A ( yC − y B ) + xB ( y A − yC ) + xC ( y B − y A )

(5.8)

y
B

yB

m
M

yM
b

C

yC
yD
a
yA

n

D

A

x
Figure 5-9: Some related ratios of an internal point D of a triangle ABC.
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